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Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces
By Pierre Albin at Urbana, Eric Leichtnam at Paris, Rafe Mazzeo at Stanford and

Paolo Piazza at Rome

Abstract. We extend the study of the de Rham operator with ideal boundary conditions
from the case of isolated conic singularities, as analyzed by Cheeger, to the case of arbitrary
stratified pseudomanifolds. We introduce a class of ideal boundary conditions and the notion
of mezzoperversity, which intermediates between the standard lower and upper middle per-
versities in intersection theory, as interpreted in this de Rham setting, and show that the de
Rham operator with these boundary conditions is Fredholm and has compact resolvent. We
also prove an isomorphism between the resulting Hodge and L2 de Rham cohomology groups,
and that these are independent of the choice of iterated edge metric. On spaces which admit
ideal boundary conditions of this type which are also self-dual, which we call ‘Cheeger spaces’,
we show that these Hodge/de Rham cohomology groups satisfy Poincaré duality.
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2 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

1. Introduction

This paper is part of a larger project which develops various aspects of de Rham and
Hodge cohomology theory for the natural class of ‘iterated edge’ metrics on smoothly stratified
spaces. In the course of this, we develop new analytic tools adapted to this singular geometry.

Stratified spaces arise naturally even when one is primarily interested in smooth objects.
For example, Whitney showed that if bX is the set of common zeros of a finite family of poly-
nomials, then the singular part of bX , sing.bX/, is again algebraic and of dimension strictly less
than that of bX . This gives a natural filtration

bX � sing.bX/ � sing.sing.bX// � � � �
by algebraic subvarieties, or alternately a decomposition of bX into a union of analytic mani-
folds: bX reg

D bX n sing.bX/; sing.bX/ n sing.sing.bX//; : : : ;

where these different ‘strata’ fit together in a precise way. There has been extensive investi-
gation of this notion of stratified spaces. This class includes every analytic variety (Whitney),
subanalytic set (Verdier), as well as the generalization of this last class to the class of definable
sets in an arbitrary order-minimal structure (Loi). Stratified spaces also include polyhedra,
orbit spaces of many group actions on manifolds, and mapping cylinders of maps between
manifolds. These spaces, the definition of which is recalled below, thus arise as ubiquitously
as smooth manifolds. Nonetheless, many basic aspects of geometric analysis on these spaces
have not yet been developed in the literature, and this paper should be regarded as one step
toward this goal.

A fundamental problem is to understand the de Rham and Hodge theory of these spaces.
The seminal work on this was carried out by Cheeger in the early 1980s [10–12]. If bX is
a compact stratified pseudomanifold and X its top-dimensional regular part, and if g is an
‘iterated incomplete edge’ (which we abbreviate as iie) metric on X , then there are two natural
de Rham complexes ofL2 forms: the first uses the minimal extension of the exterior derivative,
with domain

Dmin.d/ D
®
! 2 L2.X Iƒ�T �X/ W there exists !j 2 C1c .X Iƒ

�T �X/

such that !j ! !, and .d!j / is L2-Cauchy
¯
;

while the second uses the maximal extension of d , with domain

Dmax.d/ D
®
! 2 L2.X Iƒ�T �X/ W d! 2 L2.X Iƒ�T �X/

¯
:

Both complexes have finite dimensional cohomology and Cheeger [11, Theorem 6.1] showed
that the latter is dual to the topological lower middle perversity intersection homology group
IHm
� .
bX/ of Goresky–MacPherson. It follows that the cohomology of the minimal domain L2

complex is the dual of the upper middle perversity groups IHn
� .
bX/. There is a special class

of stratified spaces, satisfying the Witt condition, on which these two cohomologies coincide.
Even more strongly, for suitably chosen metrics, the domains Dmin.d/ and Dmax.d/ coincide.

In a previous paper [2] we have given a new treatment of the de Rham/Hodge theory of an
iie metric on Witt spaces; this was then applied to the Novikov conjecture on these spaces. In
the present paper, we extend that theory to handle general non-Witt spaces. For any metric on
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Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces 3

a non-Witt space, Dmin.d/ ¤ Dmax.d/, and one key part of our task is to define geometrically
appropriate domains for the exterior derivative that lie between these two extremes. This is
done following ideas of Cheeger, published by him in the case of isolated conic singularities
[10], and here extended to this general stratified setting. A space bX is non-Witt if and only if
there is a stratum Y with link at q 2 Y , Zq , of even dimension such that

IHm
1=2 dimZq

.Zq/ ¤ ¹0º:

If this is the case, these spaces form a vector bundle over Y with a natural flat connection. At
every stratum where the Witt condition fails, we choose a smooth subbundle, with

W.Zq/ � .IH
m
1=2 dimZq

.Zq//
�;

which is parallel with respect to the flat connection, and so that whenever two strata have inter-
secting closures, these choices are compatible. Such a choice will be called a mezzoperversity.

We work with ‘suitably scaled, rigid’ iie metrics. The rigidity condition states that the
metric has an ‘exact conic’ structure on the conic fibers of the normal neighborhoods of each
stratum. As shown in [2, Propositions 3.1 and 3.2], there is no loss of generality in assuming
this. The other condition of being suitably scaled is also easy to arrange, and requires simply
that the restriction of the metric to the link of each of these conic fibrations be multiplied by
a small enough factor so as to exclude spurious small eigenvalues of the induced operators on
these links, and hence also excludes unnecessary indicial roots. We say more about this in
Section 4.1, see in particular Lemma 4.1.

Theorem 1.1. Let .bX; g/ be a stratified pseudomanifold with a (suitably scaled) iie
metric. Each mezzoperversity W on bX determines a domain for the exterior derivative and for
the de Rham operator

DW .d/; DW .d C ı/:

We refer to this specification by saying that we are imposing Cheeger ideal boundary conditions.
The latter makes d C ı a self-adjoint operator with compact resolvent and induces a strong
Kodaira decomposition on differential forms, the former induces a Fredholm complex whose
cohomology

H�W .bX/ D H�.d;DW .d//

satisfies a Hodge theorem and is independent of the choice of iie metric.

In a companion [3] to this paper, we show that this cohomology is invariant under strati-
fied homotopy equivalences.

In proving this theorem, there are two main analytic difficulties to overcome. The first
is the definition of the domains. If Y is a stratum of depth one, then its link Z is a closed
manifold, and we establish below that any element u 2 Dmax.d C ı/ has a distributional
asymptotic expansion in terms of x, a ‘boundary defining function’ for Y ,

(1.1) u D x�f=2.˛.u/C dx ^ ˇ.u//C v;

with

˛.u/; ˇ.u/ 2 H�1=2.Y;ƒ�T �Y ˝ Hmid
L2
.Z//; v 2 x1�"H�1.X Iƒ�iieT �X/
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4 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

(for arbitrarily small "). The coefficients ˛.u/, ˇ.u/ vanish if dimZ is not even or, more gen-
erally, if the Witt condition holds. Otherwise these forms constitute the Cauchy data, on which
the ideal boundary conditions are (algebraic) restrictions. We show that once we have imposed
suitable boundary conditions on the first k singular strata (in terms of increasing depth), then
there is an expansion of the form (1.1) at the contiguous stratum of depth k C 1.

The second analytic difficulty, to the resolution of which the bulk of the paper is devoted,
involves the construction of a parametrix for d C ı with Cheeger ideal boundary conditions.
On a space with a simple edge, i.e. only one singular stratum, x.d C ı/ is an ‘elliptic edge
operator’ in the sense of [24], and there is a complete pseudodifferential theory to study it
[24, 25], at least when dimZ is even so that there is no indicial root exactly at the L2 cutoff.
The strategy here is to construct a parametrix for x.d C ı/ acting on the weighted space x"L2,
and then modify it to obtain a parametrix for .d C ı;DW .d C ı// with an error term taking
values in x"L2. Using this parametrix, we show that the domain DW .d C ı/ is compactly
included in L2.

There is now a substantial amount of literature concerning related problems on spaces
with simple edge singularities. We mention in particular, beyond [24] and [25], the ongoing
work of Krainer and Mendoza [20–22] and the recent work of Cheeger and Dai [13]. The
oeuvre of Schulze [27] handles certain problems, though less general than considered here, for
stratified spaces.

Every mezzoperversity W has a dual mezzoperversity DW such that the intersection
pairing of differential forms restricts to a non-degenerate pairing between the de Rham coho-
mology of W and that of DW . A mezzoperversity which coincides with its dual is called a
self-dual mezzoperversity. It is not hard to see that there are topological obstructions, for ex-
ample involving the signatures of the links, to the existence of a self-dual mezzoperversity on
a stratified pseudomanifold. We shall call a compact stratified space which carries a self-dual
mezzoperversity a Cheeger space.

Theorem 1.2. Let .bX; g/ be a stratified pseudomanifold with a (suitably scaled) iie
metric. If L is a self-dual mezzoperversity on bX , then the domains

DW .d/; DW .d C ı/

are invariant under the action of the Hodge star and the cohomology

H�W .bX/ D H�.d;DW .d//

satisfies Poincaré duality. Moreover, its signature is the index of the analytic signature operator,
i.e. the de Rham operator d C ı with the involution induced by the Hodge star, with boundary
conditions and the domain induced by W .

In a companion paper [3], we apply the constructions of this paper to define higher sig-
natures on a Cheeger space and then prove the Novikov conjecture for Cheeger spaces which
have fundamental groups satisfying the strong Novikov conjecture. We also prove there that
the signature of Theorem 1.2 above is independent of the choice of self-dual mezzoperversity
and is also a bordism invariant. These properties of the signature can also be deduced by com-
paring the analytic approach developed in the present paper with a purely topological definition
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Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces 5

of self-dual mezzoperversities and Poincaré duality developed earlier by Banagl. The fact that
these two approaches lead to equivalent signatures is proved in [1], joint with Banagl.

Notice that at each stratum there are two canonical choices of mezzoperversity, the sub-
bundles of H mid

L.Z/
.Z/ of full rank or of rank zero. It follows from the work of Cheeger, and is

shown directly in [1], that these choices correspond to the upper-middle and lower-middle per-
versities of Goresky–MacPherson at this stratum. This companion paper also shows that any
choice of self-dual sheaf in the sense of [4] yields a mezzoperversity, satisfying the self duality
studied in Section 7. In particular, from [5] we see that the reductive Borel–Serre compacti-
fication of a Hilbert modular surface is an example of a space carrying interesting non-trivial
self-dual mezzoperversities, i.e., these are Cheeger spaces. Although showing that a particular
space is a Cheeger space is in general a difficult task, Cheeger spaces (with boundary) are suf-
ficiently abundant to provide cobordisms between any two smooth oriented manifolds with the
same dimension and signature (see [3, §6]).

Acknowledgement. The authors are happy to thank Jesus Alvarez-Lopez, Markus
Banagl, Francesco Bei, Jeff Cheeger, Michel Hilsum, Thomas Krainer, Richard Melrose and
Gerardo Mendoza for many useful and interesting discussions.

2. High codimension boundary conditions

In this section we give an overview of the types of operators and boundary conditions to
which our methods apply. To help motivate and better explain all of this, we describe it in the
now well-known simple edge setting, i.e. where X has only one singular stratum, then explain
the analogous constructions in the next most complicated case, the depth-two setting, and fi-
nally turn to spaces with singular strata of arbitrary depth. As we will see, much of the new
complexity already occurs in the depth-two case; the extension to higher depth singularities
involves an induction argument, but otherwise differs mostly in the notation. We present all of
this for differential operators of first order satisfying a few structural hypotheses, but our main
interest is in the de Rham and signature operators associated to an incomplete iterated edge
metric, and so we use these operators as the key examples throughout, and describe the types
of boundary problems in full detail only for these operators.

Let bX be a compact stratified space, with singular strata

Y 1; Y 2; : : : ; Y kC1;

ordered by increasing depth. We also denote by bX reg the open dense stratum of top dimension,
the so-called regular part of bX ; the other strata Y j are thus regarded as higher codimension
boundaries of bX . We refer the reader to [2, §2] for a careful discussion of this class of spaces,
and for the accompanying description of a resolution process which associates to any such
stratified space bX a compact manifold with corners eX with iterated fibration structure on its
boundary faces, obtained by blowing up the strata Y j in order of decreasing depth.

Remark 2.1. For notational convenience, we assume for the rest of this paper that each
stratum is connected, and even more strongly that there is a single maximal chain of strata
Y 1; : : : ; Y kC1 where Y j � Y jC1 for all j . Both of these assumptions are simple to remove
and are adopted here to make the already complicated notation as simple as possible.
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6 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

Without yet specifying the degeneracies of the operators we shall consider later (i.e. the
behavior of their coefficients near the singular strata), we first recall some generalities about
closed extensions of unbounded operators on Hilbert spaces.

Let L be an elliptic operator of order one (for convenience, one can proceed similarly
for general elliptic differential operators) on bX acting between sections of two bundles E and
F , and fix a smooth measure on the regular part of bX and Hermitian metrics on the fibres
of E and F . We may then regard L as an unbounded operator acting on C10 .

bX reg/ sections
of E. Its graph, as a subspace of L2.bX regIE/ ˚ L2.bX regIF /, is not closed. There are two
canonical closed extensions of this subspace, both of which are graphs over dense domains
L2 � Dmax � Dmin � C10 .

bX/. These are the minimal and maximal extensions: Dmin is the
domain corresponding to the graph closure of L on the core domain C1c .

bX reg/, while Dmax

consists of all sections u 2 L2 with Lu 2 L2. The imposition of boundary condition consists
of a choice of an intermediate domain D lying between Dmin and Dmax. The goal is to choose
such a domain so that the corresponding operator .L;D/ is not only closed but also Fredholm.

It is very difficult to analyze Dmax for operators on a stratified space directly. Instead, we
proceed inductively. If bX has depth k, assume that ‘good’ boundary conditions have already
been chosen at the strata Y 1; : : : ; Y k�1 of depth less than k. We study the ‘partially minimal’
and ‘partially maximal’ domains obtained by imposing these boundary conditions at the lower
depth strata and applying the general definitions above at the stratum Y k of depth k. Func-
tions (or sections) in this partially maximal domain which satisfy Lu D 0 (or Lu D f for
f 2 L2) have partial asymptotic expansions at Y k , the coefficients of which can be regarded
as the Cauchy data of u. A choice of good boundary conditions at Y k consists of imposing
appropriate conditions on these Cauchy data; in this paper we shall only impose local algebraic
conditions on these Cauchy data, but more generally one could impose nonlocal (e.g. pseudo-
differential) conditions. A refined analysis of more general boundary value problems of this
type on spaces with simple edge singularities (i.e. on depth-one spaces) is carried out in [25],
and in a series of articles by Krainer and Mendoza [14, 20–22].

As noted earlier, we shall make a set of structural assumptions on the operator L, and
for the sake of exposition, we introduce these assumptions gradually, once we have provided
motivation and suitable notation. For the first of these, let us say that a domain is localizable if
it is closed under multiplication by functions in

C1ˆ .
eX/ D ®f 2 C1.eX/ W i�Hf 2 ��HC1.YH / for all boundary hypersurfaces H

¯
:

(recall that iH W H ! eX is the inclusion of a boundary hypersurface and �H W H ! YH is the
boundary fibration of H ).

Assumption 2.2. Dmax.L/ is localizable.

Note that f 2 C1ˆ .
eX/ is equivalent to asking that df have bounded pointwise norm

with respect to an iie metric. Any first order differential operator L satisfies

ŒL; f � D 1
i
�.L/.df /

and hence Dmax.L/ is localizable as long as the principal symbol of L induces a bounded
operator on L2. We showed in [2] that Assumption 2.2 holds for the de Rham operator (the
same argument extends easily to show that it also holds for any Dirac-type operator associated
to an iie metric).
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2.1. Depth one. As promised, we now embark on a much more detailed discussion,
initially on stratified spaces bX with only one singular stratum Y . We call these simple edge
spaces. One of the basic features of a stratified space is its Thom–Mather data (see [2, §2.1]),
which in this simple edge setting consists of a tubular neighborhood TY of Y in bX , equipped
with a fibration over Y , the typical fiber of which is a cone over a smooth closed manifold Z.
The ‘resolution’ eX of bX is obtained by radially blowing up each of these conic fibres at its ver-
tex; thus eX is a smooth manifold with boundary, and the Thom–Mather data of bX is converted
to a fibration of àeX over Y with fiber Z,

Z �� àeX �
�! Y:

There is a canonical identification of the interior of eX and bX reg, and we denote these common
smooth spaces by X : thus

X D eXı D bX reg:

Now choose any smooth boundary defining function x for àeX . A complete edge metric
on X is, by definition, a metric which near Y takes the form

dx2

x2
C
��gY

x2
C gZ ;

where gY is metric on Y and gZ a family of two-tensors that restricts to a metric on each
fiber of �. We always assume that all of these terms are smooth for x � 0. We have buried
some technicalities about the precise form of the asymptotics we allow, and shall return to
these details when they become relevant below. Complete edge metrics may be regarded as the
basic structural regulators of the geometry of simple edge spaces, and many of the auxiliary
quantities defined below are most naturally phrased in terms of these metrics. However, the
focus of this paper is on incomplete edge metrics; by definition g is an incomplete edge metric
if x�2g is a complete edge metric, see [2].

The main reference for all of the definitions and constructions in this simple edge case is
the paper [24]. A vector field V on eX has pointwise length which is uniformly bounded with
respect to a complete edge metric if the restriction of V to àeX is tangent to the fibers of �. The
space of all such V is called the space of ‘edge vector fields’; these are sections of the naturally
defined ‘edge tangent bundle’, eT eX . This bundle naturally includes in the ordinary tangent
bundle, eT eX ! T eX , and this inclusion is an isomorphism over X . Over àeX , however,

eN àX D ker.eT eX ! T eX/! àeX
is a bundle of rank dimY C 1.

A first-order differential operator L on X is an ‘edge differential operator’ if it can be
written as a locally finite sum of products of edge vector fields. This means, in local coordinates
near the boundary, that it has the form

L D
X

jCj˛jCjˇ j�1

aj;˛;ˇ .x; y; z/.xàx/j .xày/˛àˇz :

Here, as before, x is a boundary defining function, while y1; : : : ; yh are coordinates along Y ,
and z1; : : : ; zf are coordinates along Z. The coefficients aj;˛;ˇ are assumed to be smooth
functions in these variables; if L acts between sections of smooth bundles E and F over eX ,
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8 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

then the aj;˛;ˇ are smooth sections of End.E; F /. The space of these operators of degree at
most one is denoted Diff1e.X IE;F /.

There is an invariantly defined edge symbol of L,

e�m.L/ WD
X

jCj˛jCjˇ jD1

aj;˛;ˇ .x; y; z/.�/
j .�/˛.�/ˇ ;

which is naturally defined as a section of the pullback bundle p�Hom.E; F / over the edge
cotangent bundle eT �X

p
�! X , which is the dual of eTX . This edge symbol is part of a short

exact sequence

0! Diff0e.X IE;F /! Diff1e.X IE;F /
e�1
��! C1.eT �X Ip�Hom.E; F //! 0

in which Diff0e.X IE;F / D C1.X IHom.E; F //. An edge differential operator L is said to
be (edge-)elliptic if e�1.L/ is invertible away from the zero section of eT �X . For brevity, we
always say ellipticity rather than edge ellipticity; the latter is always implied.

Next, the wedge operators (also known as incomplete edge operators) of order one are
defined as the class

Diff1ie.X IE;F / D x
�1 Diff1e.X IE;F /:

Thus L is in Diff1ie.X IE;F / if, in the same type of local coordinates,

L D
X

jCj˛jCjˇ jD1

aj;˛;ˇ .x; y; z/.àx/j .ày/˛. 1xàz/
ˇ
C

1
x
a0;0;0.x; y; z/;

where the coefficients a� are sections of Hom.E; F /. We say that any such L is elliptic if the
associated edge operator P D xL is edge elliptic.

As we described in general earlier, if L is a wedge operator, then

L W C1c .X IE/! C1c .X IF /;

and if X is endowed with an (incomplete) edge metric and E, F with Hermitian metrics, there
are two canonical closed extensions: the minimal extension, with domain

Dmin.L/ D
®
u 2 L2.X IE/ W there exists uj 2 C1c .X IE/ such that

uj ! u in L2.X IE/ and Luj is Cauchy in L2.X IF /
¯
;

where by definition, if u 2 Dmin.L/ then Lu D limLuj , and the maximal extension, with
domain

Dmax.L/ D
®
u 2 L2.X IE/ W Lu 2 L2.X IF /

¯
I

here Lu is defined distributionally.
We can perform the same constructions for the associated edge operator P D xL, and if

it is elliptic then it is a consequence of the results in [24] that

Dmin.P / D Dmax.P / D H
1
e .X IE/

D
®
u 2 L2.X IE/ W V u 2 L2.X IE/ for all V 2 C1.X I eTX/

¯
:
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Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces 9

This is the edge Sobolev space of order one. There is some relationship between these spaces
and the domains of the wedge operator L, namely

xH 1
e .X IE/ � Dmin.L/ � Dmax.L/ � H

1
e .X IE/;

but in general, these subspaces may all be different. To prove this chain of inclusions, note
that clearly u 2 Dmax.L/ implies u 2 Dmax.xL/ D H 1

e .X IE/; on the other hand, since
H 1
e .X IE/ D Dmin.Lx/, then given any u 2 xH 1

e .X IE/, we can find wn 2 C1c .X IE/

which converges to x�1u in L2.X IE/ and such that Lx.wn/ ! Lx.x�1u/ D Lu, which
shows that u 2 Dmin.L/.

A key difference from the closed (nonsingular) case is that an elliptic edge operator is
not automatically Fredholm, and one of the main points of the theory is to determine the extra
conditions which need to be imposed to obtain a Fredholm problem. These conditions are
phrased in terms of a secondary model for L beyond its principal symbol; this is a family of
operators known collectively as the ‘normal operator,’

N W Diff1e.X IE;F /! Diff1e..T Y
C
�Y àX/=Y I��E;��F /I

here T Y C is the inward-pointing half of the bundle eN àX and � W T Y C �Y àX ! Y is the
natural projection. The restriction to the fiber over a point q 2 Y is denoted

Nq W Diff1e.X IE;F /! Diff1e.TqY
C
�ZqI�

�
qE;�

�
qF /;

where, in an abuse of notation, ��qE denotes the restriction of the bundle ��E ! T Y C�Y àX
to TqY C�Zq , and similarly ��qF . In local coordinates, after identifying TqY C with RC�TqY ,

Nq

� X
jCj˛jCjˇ j�1

aj;˛;ˇ .x; y; z/.xàx/j .xày/˛àˇz
�

D

X
jCj˛jCjˇ j�1

aj;˛;ˇ .0; q; z/.sàs/j .sàu/˛àˇz ;

where s and u are coordinates on RC and TqY , respectively. In [24] it is shown that an elliptic
edge differential operator L induces a Fredholm operator on xaL2.X IE/ ! xaL2.X IF /

precisely when

Nq.L/ W s
aL2.TqY �RC �ZqI�

�
qE/! saL2.TqY �RC �ZqI�

�
qF /

is invertible for every q 2 Y .
The method for proving this result relies on a detailed analysis of the structure of the

Schwartz kernel of a parametrix for L. This parametrix is constructed using both e�m.L/
�1,

via a modification of the standard symbol calculus parametrix method, and Nq.L/�1. The
inverse of this family of model problems is integrated into the parametrix using a fundamen-
tally geometric construction. Specifically, we make the ansatz that the Schwartz kernel of the
parametrix lifts to a polyhomogeneous (or at least conormal) distribution on the ‘edge double
space’,

X2e D ŒX
2
I àX �Y àX�:

This space is obtained from X2 by radially blowing up the fiber diagonal of àX , i.e., replacing
the fiber diagonal with its spherical inward-pointing normal bundle, see [24]. The boundary
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10 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

hypersurface produced by this blow-up is called the edge front face and denoted ffe. A pseudo-
differential edge operator A, by definition, is a pseudodifferential operator on X , the Schwartz
kernel KA of which is a distribution on X2, but which lifts to X2e as a polyhomogeneous dis-
tribution. We typically place restrictions on, or at least keep track of, the exponents in the
expansions of this lift of KA at the various boundary faces. In particular, this lift depends
smoothly on the normal variable to ffe, and its restriction to this face is, by definition, the
normal operator of N.A/. The face ffe is the total space of a fibration over Y with each fiber
naturally identified with a projective compactification of TqY � RC � Zq , and N.A/ should
be regarded as a family of operators Nq.A/ on this space. There are analogues of the various
symbolic rules, including that

Nq.A ı B/ D Nq.A/ ıNq.B/:

Specializing to the case where A is an elliptic differential edge operator with invertible normal
operator, one should therefore expect to construct a parametrix B for A by choosing B so that
e��m.B/ D

e�m.A/
�1 and Nq.B/ D Nq.A/

�1. This is indeed the case, and is the basis for
the parametrix construction in [24]. Thus pseudodifferential operators include both differential
edge operators and parametrices of elliptic edge operators with invertible normal operator. We
carry out a somewhat stripped down version of this construction here on stratified spaces, see
Section 3.2.

In studying the normal operator of P 2 Diff1e.X IE;F /, one uses properties of a simpler
model operator. This is the indicial family,

.Y;R/ 3 .q; �/ 7! Iq.P I �/ 2 Diff1.ZqIE;F /;

given in local coordinates by

Iq

� X
jCj˛jCjˇ j�1

aj;˛;ˇ .x; y; z/.xàx/j .xày/˛àˇz I �
�
D

X
jCjˇ j�1

aj;0;ˇ .0; q; z/.�/
j àˇz :

It is also defined by the equation

P.x�u.x; y; z// D x�Iy.P I �/u.0; y; z/CO.x�C1/:

For any fixed q 2 Y , the indicial family is invertible away from a discrete set specb.P I q/,
the elements of which are called the indicial roots of P at q. There is a slightly more refined
object,

Specb.P I q/ D
®
.�; p/ 2 C �N0 W Iq.P I �/

�1 has a pole of order at least p C 1 at �
¯
:

We say that an indicial root � is simple if Iq.P I �/�1 has only a simple pole at �. We also set

specb.P / D
[
q2Y

specb.P I q/; Specb.P / D
[
q2Y

Specb.P I q/:

Returning now to the incomplete edge operator L 2 Diff1ie.X IE;F /, observe that

(2.1) u 2 Dmax.L/ H) Lu 2 L2.X IF / H) Pu D xLu 2 xL2.X IF /I
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Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces 11

in other words, Pu decays faster than expected, compared to a generic element of D.P /.
The paper [24] restricts attention only to those elliptic operators P which satisfy the strong
hypothesis that the set Specb.P / is independent of y 2 Y . Using this, a basic result in [24] (cf.
Lemma 3.2 below) is that (2.1) implies that u has a partial expansion:

u 2 Dmax.L/ H) u �
X

.�j ;p/2Specb.P /

u�j ;p.y; z/x
�j .log x/p Ceu;

whereeu 2 x1�H�1e .X IE/ and the sum is over the subset SD.L/ of pairs .�j ; p/ in Specb.P /
for which x�j 2 L2loc n xL

2
loc, and we use the notation

x1�H�1e .X IE/ WD
\
">0

x1�"H�1e .X IE/:

Moreover, each map
u 7! u�j ;0; .�j ; 0/ 2 SD.L/;

is continuous from Dmax.L/, endowed with the graph topology, to L2.dz;H�Re �j .Y // (and
similarly for u�j ;p, see the works of Krainer–Mendoza and Mazzeo–Vertman cited above).
Whenever pj is the largest logarithmic power accompanying a given �j , u�j ;pj is in the null
space of I.P I �j /.

The paper [25] studies elliptic edge operators L for which only the indicial roots
� 2 Specb.P / lying in a particular strip ı < Re � < ı (where ı and ı are in a range de-
termined by mapping properties of the normal operators Nq.P /) are required to be constant.
The orders of the indicial roots are allowed to change, however. In the present paper we work
with the following intermediate assumption.

Assumption 2.3 (Constant, simple indicial roots in a strip). The set SD.L/ is indepen-
dent of y 2 Y and consists entirely of simple indicial roots.

This strip turns out to be the same as the one considered in [25] (although there ı and
ı are not allowed to be indicial roots, and we will necessary deal with this case). Quite a lot
can still be done even without Assumption 2.3. For example, in a series of papers [20–22] and
further ongoing work, Krainer and Mendoza study elliptic edge operators assuming only that
specb.P / does not intersect the boundaries of this same strip, but allowing the indicial data in
this range to vary.

Under Assumption 2.3, it is straightforward to regard the asymptotic coefficients u�j as
distributional sections of a finite dimensional smooth vector bundle over Y , called the trace
bundle TRY .L/. One of the key results by Krainer and Mendoza is that one can still make
sense of this trace bundle even when the indicial roots vary. In any case, we henceforth restrict
attention to operators for which the elements of Specb.P / in this strip are constant. We show
in Lemma 4.1 that the de Rham operator for a (suitably scaled) metric satisfies this assumption,
and do not discuss the more general situation further.

The starting point for the formulation of boundary conditions is the Cauchy data map

Dmax.L/! TRY .L/; u 7! CY .L/.u/ WD .u�j /:

For a single singular stratum, we show in Proposition 3.10 that for a first order, elliptic, incom-
plete edge operator L we have

Dmin.L/ D
®
u 2 Dmax.L/ W CY .L/.u/ D 0

¯
:
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12 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

This fact now shows that the projection

Dmax.L/! Dmax.L/=Dmin.L/

can be identified with the Cauchy data map, and hence every closed domain for L can be
realized as

DB.L/ D
®
u 2 Dmax.L/ W B ı CY .u/ D 0

¯
;

where B is an arbitrary closed linear operator acting on the coefficients u�j ;k . Thus L has a
unique closed extension, or equivalently Dmax.L/ D Dmin.L/, if and only if SD.L/ is empty.

A local ideal boundary condition for L is a bundle homomorphism

B 2 C1.Y IHom.TRY .L/;G //;

where G ! Y is some auxiliary bundle, with associated domain

DB.L/ D
®
u 2 Dmax.L/ W B ı CY .u/ D 0

¯
:

For the de Rham operator ÄdR of an incomplete edge metric (suitably scaled, see Lemma
4.1 below), SD.ÄdR/ is nonempty if and only if bX does not satisfy the Witt condition. In fact,
from Corollary 4.2, SD.ÄdR/ contains a single element �0, and the corresponding coefficient
u�0 is a distributional section of the bundle

H mid.àX=Y /˚H mid.àX=Y /! Y I

here H�.àX=Y / is the vertical Hodge bundle with respect to the induced metric and

mid D 1
2

dimZ:

Thus when bX is Witt, there is no need to impose boundary conditions, while if bX is not Witt,
then a local ideal boundary condition is a bundle homomorphism

B 2 C1.Y IHom.H mid.àX=Y /˚H mid.àX=Y /;G //:

We shall be primarily interested in very special local ideal boundary conditions associated
to arbitrary sub-bundles

(2.2) W ! Y of H mid.àX=Y /! Y:

Indeed, for any such W , if W ? is the orthogonal complement with respect to the induced
bundle metric, and

PW 2 C1.Y IEnd.H mid.àX=Y ///

is the orthogonal projection onto W , then we define the Cheeger ideal boundary condition
associated to W by

BW D .Id �PW ;PW / 2 C1.Y IEnd.H mid.àX=Y /˚H mid.àX=Y ///:

The bundle
H�.àX=Y /! Y;
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Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces 13

of de Rham cohomology groups of the fibers of the fibration àX ! Y , has a natural flat
structure, see [6, Proposition 10.1], [7, Proposition 3.4], [18, Proposition 14]. This is a general
fact about the vertical cohomology of a fibration: if M

�
�! B is a smooth fibration endowed

with a connection TM D THB ˚ TM=B , then there is a splitting of the differential forms on
M as

�1.M/ D
M

pCqD1

�p;q.M/;

where p and q are the horizontal and vertical degrees, respectively. The exterior differential
dM decomposes as

dM D d
0;1
M C d

1;0
M C d

2;�1
M ; d j;k W �p;q.M/! �pCj;qCk.M/:

The first term, d0;1M D dM=B , is the vertical de Rham operator on the fibers, the second, d1;0M ,
is the sum of a lift of dB and a tensorial term built from the second fundamental form of
the fibration, and the third, d2;�1M D R, is purely tensorial and involves the curvature of the
fibration. The identity d2M D 0 implies various identities among these terms, one of which
implies that d1;0M induces a flat connection on the vertical de Rham cohomology bundle

H�.M=B/! B

and, in the presence of a Riemannian submersion metric, d1;0M projects to a connection on the
vertical Hodge cohomology bundle

H�.M=B/! B:

For a simple edge space bX , the boundary fibration àX
�
�! Y extends to small values of x,

Z �� X \ ¹x D cº D àcX
�c
�! Y:

It is not hard to calculate how each of the individual terms in the decomposition of d , acting
on ie forms, scale with c:

d
0;1
àcX D

1
c
dZ ; d

2;�1
àcX D cR; d

1;0
àcX is independent of c.

As before, d1;0àcX induces flat connections

r
H on H�.àX=Y /! Y and r

H on H�.àX=Y /! Y:

We shall call a choice of subbundle W in (2.2) a (Hodge) mezzoperversity or flat struc-
ture if it is parallel with respect to rH . We show in Theorem 5.4 below that given any mezzo-
perversity W , the closed realization of the de Rham operator .ÄdR;DBW .ÄdR// with Cheeger
ideal boundary conditions is a self-adjoint Fredholm operator on L2 with compact resolvent.

2.2. Depth two. Now suppose that the stratification of the pseudomanifold bX has two
strata, one contained in the closure of the other:

Y 2 � Y 1 � bX:
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14 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a stratified space with two strata.

Thus the strata of bX are

Y 2; Y 1 D Y 1 n Y 2; and X D bX n Y 1:
We denote byZ1 the link of Y 1 andZ2 the link of Y 2, both in bX . Notice that Y 1 is a stratified
space in its own right; in fact, it is a simple edge space with singular stratum Y 2, and we denote
by M its link in Y 1. Moreover, the link Z2 is also a simple edge space with singular stratum
M and such that the link of M in Z2 is Z1. Note finally that Y 2, Z1 and M are all smooth
closed manifolds.

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of a stratified space with two strata:

� the stratum Y 2 is the base circle;

� the stratum Y 1 is the union of the large punctured cones Cp n ¹pº, as p varies within Y 2;
the link of a point q in Y 1 is the closed manifoldZ1q , denoted by the small dotted circles;

� the closure Y 1 is the union of the large cones Cp as p varies within Y 2; the link of Y 1 at
p, Mp, is denoted by the large bold circle;

� the link of bX at p, Z2p , is denoted in bold in the picture and consists of the cones C.Z1q/,
as q varies in MpI it is a depth-one stratified space with singular stratum Mp.

Notice that given q in Y 1 as in the picture, its linkZ1q is also equal to the link of q viewed
as a point in the singular stratum Mp of Z2p . This exhibits the well-known slogan “the link of
a link is a link.”

As explained in [2], it is convenient to resolve bX to a smooth manifold with corners, eX
with iterated fibration structure on its boundary. This resolution process is explained in great
detail in [2, Section 2]. In this depth-two case, eX is a manifold with corners of codimension
two obtained by radially blowing up first Y 2 and then the lift of Y 1:

eX D ŒbX IY 2IY 1�:
This space has two boundary hypersurfaces, one corresponding to Y 1 and the other to Y 2, and
each of these boundary faces fibers over the resolution of the (closure of the) corresponding
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Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces 15

stratum,

H i �i
�! eY i

with fiber Z1 over eY 1 and eZ2, the resolution of Z2, over Y 2 D eY 2. These fibrations are
compatible at the corner H 1 \H 2 in the sense that they fit into a commutative diagram

àeZ2 M

Z1 H 1 \H 2 �1 //

�2

$$

àeY 1
}}

Y 2

which induces
Z1 �� àeZ2 �1

�! M:

A Riemannian metric g on X is an iterated incomplete edge (or iie) metric if near Y 1 it
is an incomplete edge metric as defined above in Section 2.1, while near points of Y 2 it has the
form

dx2 C x2gZ2 C �
�
2gY 2 ;

where x is a boundary defining function for H 2, gY 2 is a Riemannian metric on Y 2 and gZ2
restricts to an incomplete edge metric on each fiber of �2. As in the simple edge case, this
can be interpreted as a metric on the iterated incomplete edge cotangent bundle iieT �X over
all of eX , see [2, §3]. If E and F are vector bundles over bX , then, following [2], a differential
operatorL of order one acting between sections ofE and F is an iie operator or iterated wedge
operator if the following hold:

(i) In local coordinates near q 2 Y 1,

L D
1

r

X
jCj˛jCjˇ j�1

aj;˛;ˇ .r; y; z/.ràr/j .rày/˛.àz/ˇ ;

where r is a boundary defining function for Y 1, y1; : : : ; yh1 are local coordinates along
Y 1 and z1; : : : ; zv1 are local coordinates along Z1q . The coefficient functions
aj;˛;ˇ .r; y; z/ are smooth on the resolved space eX . Thus, restricted to a subset of bX nY 2,
L is an iie operator as in Section 2.1.

(ii) In local coordinates near q 2 Y 2,

(2.3) L D
1

x

X
jCj˛jCjˇ j�1

aj;˛;ˇ .x; y; z/.xàx/j .xày/˛.Vz/ˇ ;

where here x is a boundary defining function for Y 2, y1; : : : ; yh2 are local coordinates
along Y 2, and Vz are �2-vertical iie operators on the fibers of �2 of order at most one.
The coefficient functions are again smooth on the resolved space.

We start by analyzing elements of Dmax.L/ at points in Y 1. Each point q 2 Y 1 has
a distinguished neighborhood Uq in which E and F are trivial, and which is identified with
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16 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

Bh1 � .0; 1/r � Z1q . Here r is a boundary defining function for Y 1 and Bh1 is the unit ball in
TqY

1. This neighborhood is an (open) simple edge space and the restriction of L to Uq is an
element of Diff1ie.Uq/. This restricted operator may then be analyzed as described above; in
particular, we impose Assumption 2.3 there so that elements of Dmax.LjUq

/ have distributional
partial asymptotic expansions as r ! 0. The leading terms of any such element fit together to
determine a section of a trace bundle

TRY 1.L/! eY 1:
We choose

B1 2 C1.eY 1IHom.TRY 1.L/IG
1//

for some auxiliary bundle G 1 over eY 1, and then we impose the local ideal boundary condition
B1 for L by defining

Dmax;B1.L/ D
®
u 2 L2.X IE/ W Lu 2 L2.X IF / and

�u 2 DB1.LjbXnY 2/ for every � 2 C1c .
bX n Y 2/¯:

The key point is to analyze elements of Dmax;B1.L/ near Y 2. Thus, near any q 2 Y 2 choose a
distinguished neighborhood Uq as before. Thus, E and F are trivial on this neighborhood and

Uq Š Bh2 � .0; 1/x �Z
2
q ;

where x is a boundary defining function for Y 2 and Bh2 is the unit ball in TqY 2. In each such
neighborhood,

Uq \ Y
2
D Bh2 ; Uq \ Y

1
D Bh2 � .0; 1/x �Mq:

We prove below that elements of Dmax;B1.L/ with support in Uq have partial asymptotic
expansions at Y 1 \Uq with coefficients in the null space of B1.

If L is as in (2.3) in this distinguished neighborhood, then the ‘partially completed oper-
ator’ has the form

P WD xL D
X

jCj˛jCjˇ j�1

aj;˛;ˇ .x; y; z/.xàx/j .xày/˛.Vz/ˇ :

It is natural to think of this operator P near Y 2 as an edge differential operator ‘with values
in the space of wedge differential operators on Z2’. Thus we can proceed essentially just as
in the simple edge case, via model operators, with the proviso that we must keep track of the
boundary conditions along Y 1.

First define the family of normal operators of P along Y 2 by

Nq.P / D
X

jCj˛jCjˇ j�1

aj;˛;ˇ .0; q; z/.sàs/j .sàu/˛.VzjxD0;yDq/ˇ :

This an element of x Diff1iie.R
C
s �Rh2u �Z

2
q I�

�
qE;�

�
qF / for each q 2 Y 2.

There is a stratification of RCs � TqY
2 �Z2q ; the face ¹s D 0º, which is just TqY 2 �Z2q ,

resolves the depth-two stratum, and has link (or fiber)Z2q , while the resolution of the depth-one
stratum is ¹r D 0º, or equivalently RCs � TqY

2 �M , which has link Z1. An iie metric on bX
and Hermitian metrics on E and F induce corresponding objects on RCs � TqY

2 �Z2q . At an
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Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces 17

interior point q 2 ¹r D 0; s ¤ 0º,Nq.P / is an incomplete edge operator. By the same analysis
as described earlier, see also Lemma 3.2 below, elements of Dmax.Nq.P // have distributional
expansions as r & 0,

v 2 Dmax.Nq.P // H) v �
X

�j2SD.Nq.P //

v�j .u; z/s
�j Cev;

with error termev 2 s1�H�1e .RCs �TqY
2�Z2q I�

�
qE/. Note that by Assumption 2.3, all indicial

roots are simple so this expansion and the ones below do not contain logarithmic powers. The
indicial family of Nq.P / is Iq.P I �/, so

Specb.Nq.P // D Specb.P I q/ and SD.Nq.P // D SD.P; q/:

The coefficients are distributional sections of the trace bundle,

TRRCs �TqY 2�M
! RCs � TqY

2
�M:

After unwinding the definition, this can be identified with the pull-back and restriction of
TRY 1.L/ ! Y 1. The Cauchy data map assigns to u 2 Dmax.Nq.P // the coefficients in
its expansion,

CRCs �TqY 2�M
W Dmax.Nq.P //! C�1.RCs � TqY

2
�M I��q TRY 1.L//:

Now consider the bundle homomorphism B1 on Y 1 which determines the boundary con-
ditions there. Recalling that Y 1 is a simple edge space with singular stratum Y 2 and link M ,
and that B1 is a zero order (edge) operator, we analyze its normal operator at points of Y 2,

Y 2 3 q 7! Nq.B
1/ 2 C1.RCs � TqY

2
�M IHom.��q TRY 1.L/; �

�
qG 1//:

This defines a domain at the level of normal operators consistent with Dmax;B1.L/:

Dmax;Nq.B1/.Nq.P // D
®
u 2 L2.RCs � TqY

2
�Z2q I�

�
qE/ W

Nq.P /u 2 L
2.RCs � TqY

2
�Z2q I�

�
qF / and Nq.B1/ ı CRCs �TqY 2�M

.u/ D 0
¯
:

The partially completed operator P has indicial family at point q 2 Y 2, given in local coordi-
nates as

Diff1ie.Z
2
q I�

�
qE;�

�
qF / 3 Iq.P I �/ D

X
jCjˇ j�1

aj;0;ˇ .0; q; z/.�/
j .VzjxD0;yDq/

ˇ :

This has domain

Dmax;Iq.B1/.Iq.P I �//

D
®
u 2 L2.Z2q I�

�
qE/ W Iq.P I �/u 2 L

2.Z2q I�
�
qF / and Iq.B1/ ı CM .u/ D 0

¯
:

Here CM is the Cauchy data map at M � Z2, which is defined as before, recalling that Z2 is
a simple edge space with iie metric.

We now impose the following assumption.
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18 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

Assumption 2.4 (Fredholm indicial family). For each q 2 Y 2, the family of indicial
operators

.Iq.P I �/;Dmax;Iq.B1/.Iq.P I �///

is Fredholm on L2.Z2q/ and there is some � for which this operator is invertible.

We prove in Theorem 5.4 that this holds for the de Rham operator.
Since this is a holomorphic family of Fredholm operators, this assumption provides the

extra piece of information needed to apply the analytic Fredholm theorem, which implies that
the family of inverses .Iq.P I �/;Dmax;Iq.B1/.Iq.P I �///

�1 is meromorphic. Hence for each q,
its poles are discrete and we will continue to assume that they are simple. This meromorphic
family determines the sets

specb.P IB
1; q/ D

®
� 2 C W .Iq.P I �/;Dmax;Iq.B1/.Iq.P I �/// does not have

an L2-bounded inverse
¯
;

SD.P;B1; q/ D
®
�j 2 specb.P IB

1; q/ W x�j 2 L2loc n xL
2
loc
¯
:

If SD.P;B1; q/ remains disjoint from all other indicial roots of L as q varies, then by
[20, Theorems 3.2 and 6.3] there is a smooth vector bundle

TRY 2.LIB
1/! Y 2;

the smooth sections of which are° X
�j2SD.P;B1;q/

u�j .y; z/x
�j W u�j 2 C1.Z2q I�

�
qE/

±
:

We impose again Assumption 2.3 that the set SD.P;B1; q/ is independent of q 2 Y 2

and that the indicial roots in this strip are simple. Lemma 3.2 below asserts that

u 2 Dmax;B1.L/ H) u �
X

�j2SD.P IB1/

u�j .y; z/x
�j Ceu;

where this sum is a distributional section of TRY 2.LIB
1/ andeu 2 xH�1e .X IE/. We again

identify sections of TRY 2.LIB
1/ with the (finite) set of coefficients u�j , and then define the

Cauchy data map of L at Y 2 by

CY 2 D CY 2.LIB
1/ W Dmax;B1.L/ 3 u! .u�j / 2 C�1.Y 2I TRY 2.LIB

1//:

We can now define local ideal boundary conditions at Y 2 by considering a bundle homo-
morphism,

B2 2 C1.Y 2IHom.TRY 2.LIB
1/;G 2//;

where G 2 is an auxiliary bundle. The corresponding domain for L is

D.B1;B2/.L/ D
®
u 2 Dmax;B1.L/ W B

2
ı CY 2u D 0

¯
:

We refer to the pair .B1; B2/ as local ideal boundary conditions for L. We show later that the
operator

.L;D.B1;B2/.L//

is closed for any choice of local ideal boundary conditions.
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Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces 19

We now specialize this discussion to where L is the de Rham operator of an iie metric
(scaled as in Lemma 4.1). If bX is Witt, there is no need to impose boundary conditions. If
either Y 1 or Y 2, but not both, does not satisfy the Witt condition, then we can proceed just as
in Section 2.1. Hence we turn immediately to the case where the Witt condition fails at both
Y 1 and Y 2. The leading coefficient of an element of the maximal domain is a distributional
section of the bundle

H mid.H 1=eY 1/˚H mid.H 1=eY 1/! eY 1;
over eY 1, the resolution of Y 1. Each summand here has a flat connection. Suppose that W 1

is a flat sub-bundle of H mid.H 1=eY 1/ ! eY 1 with orthogonal projection PW 1 . Then we can
impose the Cheeger ideal boundary condition

BW 1 D .Id �PW 1 ;PW 1/ 2 C1.eY 1IEnd.H mid.H 1=eY 1/˚H mid.H 1=eY 1///:
At the next stratum Y 2, the leading coefficient of an element in Dmax;B

W1
.ÄdR/ is a

distributional section of the bundle

(2.4) H mid
W 1.H

2=Y 2/˚H mid
W 1.H

2=Y 2/! Y 2:

The typical fiber in either of these summands is

H
.dimZ2/=2
W 1 .Z2q/ D ker.ÄZ

2
q

dR ;DB
W1
.Z2q// \ L

2.Z2q Iƒ
.dimZ2/=2.iieT �Z2q//:

As these are the null spaces of a smooth family of Fredholm operators, the fact that they form a
bundle is equivalent to the fact that the dimension is constant. This follows from Theorem 6.6,
which identifies these Hodge cohomology spaces with de Rham cohomology spaces and Theo-
rem 6.10 which shows that the latter are invariant under pull-back by stratified diffeomorphism.
This also follows by combining Theorem 5.4, which shows that Assumption 2.4 holds, with
[20].

The bundle H mid
W 1.H

2=Y 2/ has a natural flat connection, obtained as in Section 2.1 from
the exterior derivative on H 2. Since the vertical cohomology is now an L2-cohomology, we
discuss this more closely. Choose a small collar neighborhood Coll.H 2/ Š H 2 � Œ0; "�x of
H 2 in eX and extend the boundary fibration

.Z2 � Œ0; "�x/ �� Coll.H 2/
Coll.�/
����! Y 2:

Using the metric on bX , we obtain an orthogonal splitting of the tangent bundle

iieTColl.H 2/ Š iieTH 2
˚ T Œ0; "�x Š

iieT Y 2 ˚ iieTZ2 ˚ T Œ0; "�x :

This induces a decomposition of d on differential forms supported in Coll.H 2/:

(2.5) d jColl.H2/ D

 
1
x
dZ

2

C d
1;0

H2 C xR 0

àx C 1
x

N �. 1
x
dZ

2

C d
1;0

H2 C xR/

!
;

where N is the vertical number operator that multiplies a form by its vertical form degree and
d
1;0

H2 is independent of x.
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20 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

The graph closure of d with core domain Dmax;B
W1
.ÄdR/ has domain Dmax;B

W1
.d/, see

also Section 6 for an alternate description. We also consider

E tc.d jColl.H2// � Dmax;B
W1
.d/I

this is the space of forms with support in Coll.H 2/ projecting down to a compact subset of Y 2,
and which annihilate àx . As in [7] there is a natural surjective quotient map

E tc \ ker dZ
2  
�! C1c .Y

2
Iƒ�.iieT �Y 2/˝ H�

W 1.H
2=Y 2//

which defines a differential operator (for any m 2 N0) by

r
H
W C1c .Y

2
Iƒp.iieT �Y 2/˝ Hm

W 1.H
2=Y 2//

! C1c .Y
2
IƒpC1.iieT �Y 2/˝ Hm

W 1.H
2=Y 2//;

! D  .e/ 7!  .d
1;0

Coll.H2/
e/:

It follows from .d jColl.H2//
2 D 0 that this is well-defined independently of the choice of e

lifting !, and that .rH/2 D 0. The Leibniz rule satisfied by d jColl.H2/ induces a Leibniz rule
for rH, so we see that rH is a flat connection on the bundle Hm

W 1.H
2=Y 2/! Y 2.

Remark 2.5. We have defined the action of rH on compactly supported sections, but
one can now extend it to arbitrary smooth sections. Alternately, it is easy to see that the map  
extends to a surjective quotient map

Dmax;B
W1
.d jColl.H2// \ Ann.àx/ \ ker dZ

2

! Dmax.r
H/

(where Ann.àx/ refers to the annihilator of àx) and so the definition of rH above extends
naturally to this domain.

There is a similar decomposition of ı on forms supported in Coll.H 2/,
(2.6)

ıjColl.H2/ D

 
ıZ

2

C .d
1;0

Coll.H2/
/� C .xR/� àx C 1

x
.N � f /

0 �.ıZ
2

C .d
1;0

Coll.H2/
/� C .xR/�/

!
;

and finally, a natural identification

E tc.d jColl.H2// \ ker dZ
2

\ ker ıZ
2

! C1c .Y
2; ƒ�.iieT �Y 2/˝H�

W 1.H
2=Y 2//:

This allows us to define a flat connection rH on the bundle of vertical harmonic forms

HW 1.H 2=Y 2/! Y 2;

namely, rH D …0d
1;0

H2…0 where …0 is the orthogonal projection onto ker dZ
2

\ ker ıZ
2

.
The Hodge map induces a bundle isomorphism

H�
W 1.H

2=Y 2/! H�
W 1.H

2=Y 2/;

which also identifies rH with rH (see [7, Proposition 3.14]).
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Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces 21

A local ideal boundary condition at Y 2 is a bundle homomorphism acting on sections of
the bundle (2.4). We associate to each flat sub-bundle

W 2
� H mid

W 1.H
2=Y 2/

the Cheeger ideal boundary condition

BW 2 D .Id �PW 2 ;PW 2/ 2 C1.Y 2IEnd.H mid
W 1.H

2=Y 2/˚H mid
W 1.H

2=Y 2///

The pair

W 1, a flat subbundle of H mid.H 1=eY 1/;
W 2, a flat subbundle of H mid

W 1.H
2=Y 2/

constitutes a (Hodge) mezzoperversity. We show in Theorem 5.4 that for any such mezzo-
perversity the de Rham operator .ÄdR;DB1;B2.ÄdR// with Cheeger ideal boundary conditions
(with Bj D BW j ) is a self-adjoint Fredholm operator on L2 with compact resolvent.

2.3. Arbitrary depth. Now consider a space bX which has singular strata up to depth
k C 1. One reason for our elaboration of the depth-two case is that this discussion extends to
the higher depth almost unchanged. Order the strata Y 1; Y 2; : : : ; Y kC1 so that, for j < k,
depthY j < depthY jC1. Thus, at one end, Y 1 is a stratum of least depth and its link is a
smooth closed manifold, while Y k is a smooth closed manifold which has link a stratified
pseudomanifold with depth k � 1. We assume inductively that we have defined local ideal
boundary conditions for all spaces with depth less than or equal to k. We now describe how
to extend this definition to Y kC1. As before, we let x denote a boundary defining function for
the hypersurface corresponding to this stratum in the resolution eX , and work with the partially
completed operator P D xL.

We use now the notation of [2] for iterated edge and iterated incomplete edge operators.
Let L 2 Diff1iie.X IE/ be an elliptic iie operator of order one acting on sections of a vector
bundle E. The local ideal boundary conditions at Y 1; : : : ; Y k are bundle homomorphisms

B1 2 C1.eY 1IHom.TRY 1.L/;G
1//;

B2 2 C1.eY 2IHom.TRY 1.LIB
1/;G 2//;

:::

Bk 2 C1.Y kIHom.TRY k .LIB
1; : : : ; Bk�1/;G k//;

where each G j is an auxiliary bundle over eY j . We always impose Assumptions 2.2, 2.3 and
2.4 at each stratum. Recall also that eY j , j > 2, are themselves manifolds with corners with
iterated fibration structures.

The indicial and normal operators for the elements of B D .B1; : : : ; Bk/ define local
ideal boundary conditions Iq.B/ for Iq.P I �/ and Nq.B/ for Nq.P /, for every q 2 Y kC1.
Defining specb.LIB/ at Y kC1 as before, we write

SDkC1.L;B/ D
®
�j 2 specb.LIB/ W x

�j 2 L2loc n xL
2
loc
¯

(2.7)

�
®
� W 0 < Re � C fC1

2
� 1

¯
:
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22 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

Using Assumption 2.4, there are smooth bundles

ker.I.P I �j /I I.B//! eY kC1
for every �j 2 SDkC1.L;B/. For simplicity, if the meaning is clear, the subscript k C 1 is
omitted from SD . The direct sum of these over all �j 2 SD.L;B/ gives a smooth vector
bundle

TRY kC1.LIB/! eY kC1I
this is a simple instance of [20, Theorems 3.2 and 6.3].

Choose an adapted neighborhood Uq Š BhkC1 � .0; 1/x � ZkC1q � bX . Lemma 3.2
below shows that elements of Dmax;B.L/ have partial distributional asymptotic expansions at
Y kC1,

(2.8) u 2 Dmax;B.L/ H) u �
X

�j2SD.L;B/

u�j .y; z/x
�j Ceu;

where u�j 2 H
�Re �j .BhkC1 I ker.I.P I �j ; I.B//// andeu 2 x1�H�1e .X IE/. This allows us

to define the Cauchy data map of L at Y kC1,

Dmax;B.L/
C
YkC1

DC
YkC1

.LIB/
���������������! C�1.eY kC1I TRY kC1.LIB//; u 7! .u�j /:

Local ideal boundary conditions at Y kC1 are defined by a bundle homomorphism

BkC1 2 C1.eY kC1IHom.TRY kC1.LIB/;G
kC1//;

with G kC1 ! eY kC1 an auxiliary bundle. We complete the inductive step by setting

Dmax;.B1;:::;BkC1/ D
®
u 2 Dmax;B.L/ W B

kC1
ı CY kC1.u/ D 0

¯
:

The collection of bundle homomorphisms B D .B1; : : : ; Bk/ constitutes a local ideal
boundary condition for L. Theorem 3.4 shows that for any such choice of B, .L;DB.L// is a
closed operator.

Specialize again to the de Rham operator for a scaled iie metric. Generalizing the discus-
sion in Section 2.2, we make the following definition.

Definition 2.6. Let .bX; g/ be a stratified pseudomanifold and Y 1; : : : ; Y kC1 an order-
ing of the strata of bX with increasing depth. A (Hodge) mezzoperversity is a collection of
bundles

W D
®
W 1
! eY 1; : : : ; W kC1

! eY kC1¯
with

W 1 a flat subbundle of H mid.H 1=eY 1/;
W 2 a flat subbundle of H mid

W 1.H
2=eY 2/;

:::

W kC1 a flat subbundle of H mid
W 1;:::;W k .H

kC1=Y kC1/:
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Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces 23

Here H mid
.W 1;:::;W j�1/

.H j =eY j /! eY j is the bundle with fiber at q 2 eY j ,

H
1=2 dimZj

.W 1;:::;W j�1/
.Zjq / D ker.ÄZ

j
q

dR ;DB1;:::;Bj�1.Ä
Z
j
q

dR // \ L
2.Zjq Iƒ

1=2 dimZj .iieT �Zjq //;

with Bj D BW j . As before, the fact that these spaces form a bundle follows from [20,
Theorems 3.2 and 6.3] once we establish the appropriate versions of Assumption 2.4, but also
follows directly from Theorem 6.6 where these Hodge cohomology groups are identified with
de Rham cohomology groups. The discussion of the flat connection in Section 2.2 extends to
the general case essentially unchanged.

Every mezzoperversity determines Cheeger ideal boundary conditions for the de Rham
operator .ÄdR;DB1;:::;BkC1.ÄdR// on X , and we shall prove that this is a closed, self-adjoint
Fredholm operator on L2, with compact resolvent.

3. The model operators

3.1. The distributional asymptotic expansion. We work as usual with a stratified
space bX with singular strata Y 1; : : : ; Y `C1 ordered with increasing depth, an iie metric g on
X D bX reg, and an elliptic iie differential operator L 2 Diff1iie.X IE/. For simplicity we assume
that L acts on sections of a single bundle E. We will show that imposing local ideal boundary
conditions at the first k-strata allows one to impose local ideal boundary conditions at Y kC1.

Assume that local ideal boundary conditions B D .B1; : : : ; Bk/ have been chosen at the
first k strata, and that L satisfies Assumptions 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 at Y kC1. We show now that
elements in Dmax;B.L/ have distributional asymptotic expansions (2.8) at Y kC1.

To study expansions of sections at a singular stratum it will be useful to have a notation
for functions supported near a point on a stratum.

Definition 3.1. Let A.Y j / � C1ˆ .
eX/ be the subset of functions supported in a distin-

guished neighborhood Uq of a point q 2 Y j (i.e., a neighborhood of q in which the boundary
fibration structure is trivial, so that Uq is diffeomorphic to Bhj � .0; 1/r � eZjq ) over which E
is trivial.

A well-known approach to asymptotic expansions is through the Mellin transform. To
apply it in our context, we identify a distinguished neighborhood Uq of a point q 2 Y kC1 with
BhkC1 � .0; 1/x �ZkC1q and we fix a trivialization of E,

EjUq
Š Uq �EjZkC1q

:

We also fix the measure dx
x
dy dvolZ on Uq , and set

 D �
f C 1

2
;

so that L2 D L2.Uq; g/ D xL2.Uq;
dx
x
dy dvolZ/. As before, we work with the partially

completed operator P D xL.
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24 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

Lemma 3.2. If u 2 Dmax;B.L/ and suppu � Uq then, as x ! 0,

u �
X

�j2SD.L;B/

u�j .y; z/x
�j Ceu;

with SD.L;B/ from (2.7) and with

u�j .y; z/ 2 H
�Re �j .BhkC1 IL2.ZkC1q IEj

Z
kC1
q

//;

eu 2 x1�H�1.BhkC1 ; L2.C.ZkC1q /IEj
Z
kC1
q

//:

The coefficients .u�j / and the remainder eu all depend continuously on u 2 Dmax;B.L/ (with
respect to the graph norm).

The coefficients ¹u�j º are the images of u under the projectors which are the leading
coefficients in the Laurent expansion of the inverse of the indicial family at �j ; these projectors
are finite rank on L2.ZkC1q / for each y 2 BhkC1 , and hence are really sections over BhkC1 of
the kernel of the indicial operator of xL,

u�j .y; z/ 2 H
�Re �j .BhkC1 I ker.I.xLI �j /;DI.B/.I.xLI �j ////:

Note that the fact that these kernels fit together to form a vector bundle follows from the fact
that the trace bundle is a bundle and the constancy of the indicial roots.

Remark 3.3. The remainder term is in general in the space above with weight x1�,
because it is possible for there to be an indicial root � such that

x� 2 x1�L2loc n L
2
loc

(e.g., this will happen for the de Rham operator at a ‘Witt stratum’). If this does not happen,
then the remainder term satisfies

eu 2 xH�1.BhkC1 ; L2.C.ZkC1q /IEj
Z
kC1
q

//:

Proof. Following [2, §4.2], a variant of the standard symbol calculus produces a “small
calculus” parametrix A for �L, where � is a product of boundary defining function for each
of the hypersurface boundaries of eX . This does not require boundary conditions and has the
following properties: if u D O.x�/, then Au D O.x�/ for any � > � ; furthermore, if

Q D Id � A�L and w D Qu;

then w is smooth in X , and .xàx/i .xày/jw 2 L2 for all i; j . Writing u D A�LuCQu, then
these properties show that the term A�Lu can be included into the error term eu. Hence we
may assume for the remainder of the proof that u 2 Image.Q/. To simplify notation we also
replace hkC1 and ZkC1q by h and Z for the duration of this section.

Since u 2 L2 D xL2.Uq;
dx
x
dy dvolZ/, its Mellin transform in x, Mu.�/, takes values

in
L2.¹� D º; d�IL2.Bh �ZIE//; � D � C i�:

This extends to a holomorphic function in the region ¹� < º ! L2.Bh �ZIE/, and satisfies
the ideal boundary conditions for I.P / induced by B.
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Writing P D I.P /C S so that I.P /u D Pu� Su, and using Assumption 2.4, we have
that

(3.1) Mu.�/ D I.P I i�/�1.M.Pu � Su/.�//

is holomorphic in the region ¹� < ºwith values inL2.Bh�ZIE/, even though the right-hand
side is a priori a meromorphic function of � (because of the meromorphy of the inverse of the
indicial operator).

Notice that Pu 2 xC1L2.Uq;
dx
x
dy dvolZ/, and hence M.Pu/ is a holomorphic func-

tion in the half-plane ¹� <  C 1º with values in L2.Bh � ZIE/. Reasoning as in [24], and
recalling that u 2 Image.Q/, we obtain that for every s 2 Œ0; 1�, M.Su/ is holomorphic in
¹� <  C sº with values in L2.ZqIH�s.Bh/˝E/.

Altogether then, equation (3.1) implies that Mu extends to a meromorphic function from
¹� <  C sº to L2.ZqIH�s.Bh/ ˝ E/ for any s 2 Œ0; 1�. Moreover, the poles all come
from the inverse of the indicial operator and hence the leading term at each pole is the image
of u under the projector appearing as the leading coefficient in the Laurent expansion of
I.P I i�/�1 at that pole. Finally, M.u/ is, for any " > 0, in

L2.¹� D  C 1 � "º; d�IH�1.BhIL2.ZIE///

and taking inverse Mellin transform along ¹� D  C 1 � "º yields the elementeu.

If u 2 Dmax;B.L/ and � 2 A.Y kC1/ then we can apply Lemma 3.2 to �u. The
coefficients in the expansion of �u are sections of the trace bundle over Y kC1 and, since
� 2 C1ˆ .

eX/, it only enters multiplicatively. Thus associated to u is a distributional section of
the trace bundle defined over all of eY kC1. We will refer to this section as the Cauchy data of u
and denote it CY kC1u or simply Cu when Y kC1 is clear from context.

An immediate consequence of the continuity of the coefficients in the partial asymptotic
expansion is that local ideal boundary conditions determine closed domains.

Theorem 3.4. Let B D .B1; : : : ; Bk/ be local ideal boundary conditions for L. Then
.L;Dmax;B.L// is a closed operator on L2.X IE/.

Proof. Suppose that un is a sequence in Dmax;B.L/ which is Cauchy in the graph norm.
Since .L;Dmax.L// is closed, the limit u D limun lies in Dmax.L/ and Lun ! Lu in L2 so
it remains to show that u satisfies the ideal boundary conditions, i.e. that u 2 Dmax;B.L/.

We may assume that the statement is proven at all strata Y j , j < k. It follows that u
has an expansion at Y k . Since the coefficients u�j depend continuously on u, they are the
limits of the corresponding coefficients of un, and hence belong to kerBk . This proves that
u 2 Dmax;B.L/.

The regularity of Cu in Lemma 3.2 can not be improved in general, see [24, Example
7.8]. If u is required to be ‘smooth in y’ then the Cauchy data of u will inherit that regularity.
Indeed, note that if u is supported in Uq and has extra Sobolev regularity in directions tan-
gent to Bhj � Z then its Mellin transform will be a meromorphic function into this Sobolev
space and the coefficients will have this much extra Sobolev regularity in Bhj (cf. the proof of
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26 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

[24, Theorem 7.14]). Thus let us define

D
reg
max;B.L/ D

®
u 2 Dmax;B.L/ W V1 : : : VN .�u/ 2 L

2.X IE/(3.2)

for all � 2 A.Y kC1/; N 2 N; and .Vj / � Vb.eX/¯:
(Here Vb.eX/ refers to vector fields tangent to all of the boundary hypersurfaces of eX .) As we
have just explained, the proof of Lemma 3.2 shows that if u 2 D

reg
max;B.L/ then Cu is a smooth

section of the trace bundle and that, for any � 2 A.Y kC1/, the error term in the expansion of
.�u/ is an element of x1�L2. In particular, this shows that

D
reg
max;B.L/ � Dmax;B.L/ \ x

aL2.X IE/

for a small. In Section 3.3 below we will give a sufficient condition for D
reg
max;B.L/ to be a core

domain for Dmax;B.L/.

3.2. Inversion of the normal operator. In this section we describe a structure theorem
for the generalized inverse of the normal operator of a first order iie differential operator.

We shall use some extensions and adaptations to the present setting of the calculus of
pseudodifferential edge operators, ‰�e , from [24] and already mentioned in Section 2.1 in the
setting of depth-one spaces. We refer to that paper for details on this calculus, and shall follow
its language and notation freely.

LetL 2 Diff1iie.X IE/ be elliptic, with local ideal boundary conditions BD .B1; : : : ; Bk/
at the first k-strata of bX . We work near a point q 2 Y kC1 with distinguished neighborhood
Uq , and denote by Z the link of bX at q and fix a boundary defining function x for Y kC1; we
also write dimY kC1 D h and dimZ D f . Briefly, the idea is to analyze Nq.L/ by treating it
as an (incomplete) edge operator, making allowances for the fact that the fibre Z is stratified of
depth k. By virtue of the inductive structure of the argument, the operator induced by L on Z,
together with the boundary conditions above, is Fredholm and hence can be treated essentially
as when Z is closed and nonsingular. Beyond Assumptions 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, this requires the
following additional assumption.

Assumption 3.5 (Compact domain). The inverse .Iq.P I �/;Dmax;Iq.BI�/.Iq.P I �///
�1,

when it exists, is a compact operator on L2.ZqI��qE/.

We denote the space of compact operators on L2.ZqI��qE/ by K.L2.ZqI�
�
qE//. This

assumption is verified for the de Rham operator in Theorem 5.4.
As we have shown, the boundary conditions B induce a domain Dmax;N.B/.Nq.P // for

Nq.P / on L2.RCs �TqY
kC1�ZqI�

�
qƒ
�.iieT �X//. Taking the Fourier transform in TqY kC1,

writing the dual variable as �, and rescaling by t D sj�j (which reflects the dilation invari-
ance of P in T �q Y

kC1 �RC), we can transform Nq.P / to a family of ‘Bessel-type’ operators
parametrized by points in the cosphere bundle over Y kC1,

S�qY
kC1
3b� 7! ‚q.P /.b�/ D X

jCj˛jCjˇ j�1

aj;˛;ˇ .0; q; z/.tàt /j .tb�/˛.VzjxD0;yDq/ˇ :
Hereb� D �=j�j is the variable in the cosphere bundle. Each‚q.P / can be regarded near t D 0
as an elliptic b-operator on RC � Z depending smoothly on .q;b�/ 2 S�Y kC1, and inherits
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Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces 27

the domain Dmax;‚.B/.‚q.P // by passing to the Bessel reductions of the boundary operators,
‚q.B

1/; : : : ; ‚q.B
k/. However, as already discussed, there is an important proviso: in the

standard b-theory, the link Z is assumed to be a smooth compact manifold, while here it is a
stratified space of depth k. By the assumptions above, and by induction, the indicial family,
which is a family of iie operators on Z with ideal boundary conditions, has a discrete set of
poles and a good regularity theory for elements in its nullspace, and these two facts suffice to
proceed with the main constructions of the b-calculus. However, beyond this behavior near
t D 0, the family ‚q.P / has a ‘Bessel structure’ as t ! 1, and this plays an important role
too.

We now analyze .‚q.P /;‚q.B// following [24, §5] closely, cf. also [2, §5.6]. In the
following, use boundary defining functions �0 D t=.1C t / for t D 0 and �1 D 1=.1C t / for
1=t D 0.

Lemma 3.6. Suppose that no indicial root of ‚q.P / has real part equal to ı C fC1
2

.
Then, for any  2 R,

‚q.P /.b�/ W Dmax;‚.B/.‚q.P // \ �
ı
0�

1L

2.RC �ZqIE/! �ı0�
C1
1 L2.RC �ZqIE/

is Fredholm.

Proof. It suffices to construct a right parametrix for ‚q.P / since a left parametrix is
obtained as the dual of the right parametrix for ‚q.P /t . To do this, we construct a parametrix
near t D 0 and another t D1 and then patch these together.

Near t D 0, and for anyb� 2 S�qY
kC1, let

Q0 D I.‚q.P /.b�//�1 D � X
jCjˇ j�1

aj;0;ˇ .0; q; z/.tàt /j .VzjxD0;yDq/ˇ
��1

:

(equivalently, Iq.P /�1) on tıDmax;I.B/.Iq.P //. This is obtained by restricting the inverse
of the indicial family to the line � D ı and taking the inverse Mellin transform by integrat-
ing along this line. That this is a parametrix for ‚q.P /.b�/ near t D 0 follows easily from
Assumption 3.5. Indeed,

‚q.P /.b�/Iq.P /�1 � Id D .‚q.P /.b�/ � Iq.P //.Iq.P /�1/
D

X
j˛jD1

a0;˛;0.0; q; z/.tb�/˛Iq.P /�1;
and this is a compact operator on functions supported near t D 0.

As for its behavior when t is large, conjugate ‚q.P /.b�/ by the Fourier transform in t .
Letting � be the variable dual to t , we have

‚q.P /.b�/u D .2�/�1 Z eit�e�.‚q.P /.b�//.t; �/bu.�; z/ d�;
where

e�.‚q.P /.b�//.t; �/ D i�a1;0;0.t�/C X
j˛jD1

a0;˛;0.0; q; z/.tb�/˛�
C

X
jˇ jD1

a0;0;ˇ .VzjxD0;yDq/
ˇ
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28 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

is the ‘partial principal symbol’ of ‚q.P /. As explained in [24, Lemma 5.5], the ellipticity of
P implies that

Q1.b�/u D .1 � �.t// Z eit�e�.‚q.P /.b�//�1bu.�; z/ d�;
where � is a cut-off function, induces a bounded map

(3.3) �ı0�
C1
1 L2.RC �ZqIE/! �ı0�


1L

2.RC �ZqIE/ \Dmax;‚.B/.‚q.P /.b�//:
Patching togetherQ0 andQ1, we obtain an operatorQ, which is bounded as in (3.3), and such
that ‚q.P /Q� Id is compact. Dualizing a right parametrix for Lt gives a left parametrix.

The reader may have noticed that the specific value of the weight parameter  at t D 1
plays no real role, and indeed, it follows from this construction that elements of the nullspace
of ‚q.P / which are tempered as t !1 necessarily decrease rapidly:

ker‚q.P / \
� [
2R

�ı0�

1L

2.RC �ZqIE/
�
�

\
2RC

�ı0�

1L

2.RC �ZqIE/

Let us now describe the finer structure of Q0, the portion of the parametrix acting on
functions supported near t D 0.

The indicial family Iq.P I �/ takes values in Diff�iie.ZqIE/ and by assumption its inverse
is a meromorphic function with simple poles valued in K.L2.ZqIE//, the compact opera-
tors on L2.ZqIE/. Taking the inverse Mellin transform, the resulting inverse of the indicial
operator is an element

Q0 2 ‰
�1;E
b

.RC/˝K.L2.ZqIE//

and satisfies

‚q.P /Q0 D Id �R0 with R0 2 t‰
�1;E
b

.RC/˝K.L2.ZqIE//:

Let us recall here that ‰�1;E
b

is the space of b-pseudodifferential operators A of order �1 and
with index family E D .E10; E01; E11/ describing the exponents in the asymptotic expansions
of the Schwarz kernel of A at the various boundary components of the b-stretched product
.RC/2

b
. The index sets Eij are determined by the indicial roots of P and the weight ı, and are

given by

E10 D
®
� W � 2 specb.P IB; q/; Re � > ı � fC1

2

¯
;

E01 D
®
�� W � 2 specb.P IB; q/; Re � < ı � fC1

2

¯
; E11 D N0:

The error term R0 contains an extra factor of t , which means that it vanishes to first order on
the front face and also at the left face. (This latter vanishing is achieved by using a careful
extension off of the front face, as in the proof of [26, Proposition 5.43]).

SinceQ0 is obtained by integrating the inverse of the indicial family along a vertical line
in the complex plane, it is not surprising that the indicial roots determine the index sets. Since
this inverse is meromorphic, changing the contour of integration to a parallel vertical line would
produce another operator which differs from the first by the (finite) sum of residues at the poles
between these two lines. These residues are the coefficients of the expansion of KQ0 at the
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left and right faces, see [26, Lemma 5.16]. In particular, if �0 is a simple pole of Iq.P; �/�1

with Re �0 > ı, then the coefficient of s�0 of KQ0 at the left face is the orthogonal projection
onto ker Iq.P I �0/. (Of course if Re �0 < ı, this is the coefficient of s��0 of the expansion
at the right face.) This is consistent with the fact that Q0 maps into Dmax;‚.B/.‚q.P // and
elements in this domain have partial asymptotic expansions with coefficients in the null space
of the indicial family at the corresponding indicial root.

Before proceeding, let us note that tensoring with K.L2.ZqIE// does not interact with
the constructions of the b-calculus. We now improve Q0 to a finer parametrix, i.e. one with
an even smaller remainder term. The first step in this is to solve away the expansion of the
error R0 at the left face. This is done as in [26, Lemma 5.44], using Iq.P; �/�1 again, and
in particular staying within the b-calculus twisted by K.L2.Z2q IE//. This leads to the next
parametrix

Q1 2 ‰
�1;F
b

.RC/˝K.L2.ZqIE//;

which satisfies
‚q.P /Q1 D Id �R1;

where
R1 2 t‰

�1;.1;F01;0/

b
.RC/˝K.L2.ZqIE//

for some index set F D .F10; F01; 0/.
The second step is to form the asymptotic sum of the Neumann series

P
R
j
1 . This is

possible because the kernel of R1 vanishes to order one at the front face and to infinite order at
the left face. Writing this asymptotic sum as IdC S , then

S 2 t‰
�1;.1;G10;0/

b
.RC/˝K.L2.ZqIE//

and .IdC S/ � .Id �R1/�1 is the residual term

R2 D Id � .Id �R1/.IdC S/ 2 ‰
�1;.1;�;1/

b
.RC/˝K.L2.ZqIE//;

for some index set � . By construction,

‚q.P /Q2 D Id �R2;

where
Q2 D Q1.IdC S/ 2 ‰

�1;.E10;J01;J11/

b
.RC/˝K.L2.ZqIE//

for index sets satisfying J01 � E01 and J11 � 0.
By the same sort of duality argument, we can also construct a parametrix Q02 on the left

for ‚q.P /.
Having constructed these two parametrices, Lemma 3.6 implies abstractly that ‚q.P /

has a generalized inverse G‚q.P /. A further argument, [24, (4.25)], gives the identity

G‚q.P / D Q2 CR2G‚q.P /R
0
2 CR2Q

0
2 �R2…ker‚q.P /Q

0
2 �Q2…coker‚q.P /;

which allows us to understand this generalized inverse as an element in the twisted b-calculus.
(Note that for us the cokernel will always be identified with the orthogonal complement of the
image.) In particular, if there is no indicial root in specb.P IB; q/ with real part ı � fC1

2
(to
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30 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

understand this shift, recall that xıL2.xf dx/ D xı�.fC1/=2L2.dx
x
/), then we obtain finally

that

G‚q.P / 2 ‰
�1;H
b

.RC/˝K.L2.ZqIE//;

…ker‚q.P / 2 ‰
�1;E
b

.RC/˝K.L2.ZqIE//;

…coker‚q.P / 2 ‰
�1;F
b

.RC/˝K.L2.ZqIE//:

The index sets here are [24, (4.22)]

(3.4)

8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂:

E10 D
®
� 2 specb.P IB; q/ W Re � > ı � fC1

2

¯
;

E01 D E10 � 2.ı �
fC1
2
/

F01 D
®
�� W � 2 specb.P IB; q/; Re � < ı � fC1

2

¯
;

F10 D F01 C 2.ı �
fC1
2
/

H10 D E10 [ F10; H01 D E01 [ F01;

E11 D F11 D1; H11 D N0:

So far we have been working at a fixed b� 2 S�qY
kC1. However, we can now apply

the analysis in [24, (5.11)–(5.19)] verbatim. The generalized inverses of the Bessel operators
‚q.P /.b�/ can be reassembled into the generalized inverse of Nq.P /:

(3.5) KGNq.P/
.s; s0; u; u0; z; z0/ D

Z
ei.u�u

0/��KG‚q.P/
.sj�j; s0j�j; z; z0;b�/j�j d�:

The change from the parameter � to the variable u means that we should interpret this not as a
b-operator on RC, but as an element of the 0-calculus of [23] on RC � RhI recall that while
the b-calculus ‰�

b
is a ‘microlocalization’ of vector fields tangent to boundaries, the 0-calculus

‰�0 is a microlocalization of vector fields that vanish on boundaries. Indeed, some analysis of
formula (3.5) leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 3.7. If there is no element of specb.P IB; q/with real part equal to ı�fC1
2

,
and if .Nq.P /;Dmax;N.B/.Nq.P /// is either injective or surjective on sıL2, then there is an
operator

(3.6) GNq.P / 2 ‰
�1;H
0 .RC �Rh/˝K.L2.ZqIE//;

with image in Dmax;Nq.B1/.Nq.P // and such that

Id �GNq.P /Nq.P / D …kerNq.P / 2 ‰
�1;E
0 .RC �Rh/˝K.L2.ZqIE//;

Id �Nq.P /GNq.P / D …cokerNq.P / 2 ‰
�1;F
0 .RC �Rh/˝K.L2.ZqIE//

are the orthogonal projections onto the kernel and cokernel of Dmax;N.B/.Nq.P //. In particu-
lar, for any such ı, the operator Nq.P / (which implicitly depends on ı) has closed range. The
integral kernels of these operators depend smoothly on q 2 Y kC1.

An advantage of this explicit description for this integral kernel is that we can read off
the mapping properties on weighted L2 spaces. To state this, define the ‘real part’ of an index
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set, e.g. E10, by
ReE10 D inf

®
Re � W .�; p/ 2 E10

¯
:

From [24, Theorem 3.25], if

KA 2 ‰
�1;G
0 .RC �Rh/˝K.L2.ZqIE//; G D .G10; G01; G11/;

then A extends from C1c .R
C �Rh �ZqIE/ to a bounded map

A W xaL2.dx
x
dyIL2.ZqIE//! xbL2.dx

x
dyIL2.ZqIE//

if and only if
ReG10 > b; ReG01 > �a; ReG11 � b � a:

Equivalently, in terms of the volume form of an iie metric,

A W xa
0

L2.xf dxdyIL2.ZqIE//! xb
0

L2.xf dxdyIL2.ZqIE//

if and only if

ReG10 > b0 �
fC1
2
; ReG01 >

fC1
2
� a0; ReG11 � b0 � a0;

which again uses L2.xf dx/ D x�.fC1/=2L2.dx
x
/.

Since it will be of particular importance below, let us spell out these mapping properties
more carefully when the index sets E , F , and H are as in (3.4). Define

(3.7)

´
�C D �.ı � fC1

2
/C inf

®
Re � W � 2 specb.P IB; q/; Re � > ı � fC1

2

¯
;

�� D .ı � fC1
2
/ � sup

®
Re � W � 2 specb.P IB; q/; Re � < ı � fC1

2

¯
:

Then A 2 ‰�1;G0 .RC �Rh/˝K.L2.ZqIE// defines a bounded map

xa
0

L2.xf dxdyIL2.ZqIE//! xb
0

L2.xf dxdyIL2.ZqIE//

provided 8̂<̂
:
ı � �C < a0 � b0 < �C C ı if G D E;

ı � �� < a0 � b0 < �� C ı if G D F ;

ı �min.�C; ��/ < a0 D b0 < min.�C; ��/C ı if G D H :

To conclude this section, let us say a bit more about the meaning of “reassembling” the
integral kernels of the GNq as q 2 Y varies. Let Uq Š Œ0; 1/x � Bh � Zq be a distinguished
neighborhood of q 2 Y kC1, where Bh is the unit (h-dimensional) ball in TqY kC1, and fix a
trivialization

EjUq
Š Œ0; 1/x � Bh �EjZq :

We define the zero double space of Uq by radially blowing up the fiber diagonal of the
boundary:

.Uq/
2
0 D .Œ0; 1/x � Bh/20 �Z

2
q D ŒŒ0; 1/

2
x � .B

h/2I .0; 0/ � diagB� �Z
2
q :

This space has a natural blow-down map

ˇ W .Uq/
2
0 ! U2

q
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32 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

and we denote by ˇL, ˇR the compositions of this blow-down with the projections onto the left
or right factor of Uq . We refer to ˇ�1L .¹x D 0º/, ˇ�1R .¹x D 0º/ and ˇ�1..0; 0/ � diagB �Z

2
q/

as the left, right and front boundary faces, denoted B10, B01 and B11, respectively.
Choose coordinates x; y; x0; y0; z; z0 on .Œ0; 1/x �Bh/20�Z

2
q . Then, we define projective

coordinates on .Uq/
2
0 away from the right face x0 D 0 by

s D
x

x0
; u D

y � y0

x0
; x0; y0; z; z0:

In these coordinates, ¹s D 0º defines the left face while x0 is a defining function for the front
face. We can use these coordinates to express the lifts from the left factor of functions and edge
vector fields:

f .x; y; z/ 7! ˇ�Lf .s; u; x
0; y0; z; z0/ D f .sx0; y0 C x0u; z/;

ˇ�L.xàx/ D sàs; ˇ�L.xày/ D sàu; ˇ�L.àz/ D àz :

The front face is naturally the total space of a fibration with base diagB and fiber Z2q times a
quarter-sphere; in these coordinates, this is the map .s; u; y0; z; z0/ 7! y0 (with x0 D 0 since it
is at the front face). Using ˇL, we can extend this fibration to a neighborhood of the front face
by

.s; u; x0; y0; z; z0/ 7! y0 C x0u:

Now suppose that KGy0 .s; u; z; z
0/ is the integral kernel of GNy0 .P / from (3.6), which is

the generalized inverse of Ny0.P /. We say that

(3.8) KG.s; u; x
0; y0; z; z0/ D �KGy0Cx0u.s; u; z; z

0/

is the amalgamation of these integral kernels; here � a smooth cut-off function on U2
q which

equals one near the front face. By construction, KG is compatible with the extended fibration
and

KG jx0D0;y0Dp DKGp :

Moreover, the conormal singularity in each KGy0 at .s; u/ D .1; 0/ gives rise to a conormal
singularity of the same order for KG at .s; u/ D .1; 0/, which is the (interior) lift of the
diagonal in Œ0; 1/ � B.

Just as for the b-calculus, see the proof of [26, Proposition 5.43], the advantage of this
extension is seen in the behavior of the index set at the left face when we compose with P . The
restriction of the lift of P to the fibres composed with the restriction of G there is a bounded
operator, and we have that PG 2 ‰0;H0 .Uq/ ˝ B.L2.ZqIE//. Consider just the expansion
at the left face: since G has index set H10 there, we would expect Nq.PG/ to have index set
H10, but instead, because of the action of the indicial operator of P , it actually has index set
F10 at that face. Essentially by definition, Iq.P / acts on the leading terms of an asymptotic
expansion (see especially [24, (A.9)]). However, in the expansion of Nq.G/ at the left face, all
coefficients of the leading terms in H01 n F01 are in the null space of Iq.P /, and hence are
annihilated.

If, in local coordinates,

P D
X

fj;˛;ˇ .x; y; z/.xàx/j .xày/˛.àz/ˇ ;
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then in the projective coordinates on .Uq/
2
0,

KPG.s; u; x
0; y0; z; z0/

D

hX
fj;˛;ˇ .x

0s; y0 C x0u; z/.sàs/j .sàu/˛.àz/ˇ
i
KGy0Cx0u.s; u; z; z

0/:

Clearly, the expansion of KPG at the left face is given by Iy0Cx0u.P / applied to the terms in
the expansion of KGy0Cx0u at that face. In particular, we have been careful to match the base
points of the indicial family with the extension of the Schwartz kernel of G, so we do indeed
obtain the improvement of the index set. This means that we can omit the leading terms in
H10 n F10 in the index set of PG at the left face, and hence takeeH 10 D .F10 \ ¹Re � < 1C Re.H10 n F10/º/(3.9)

[ .H10 \ ¹Re � � 1C Re.H10 n F10/º/

for the index set of PG there.
Finally, note that the amalgamated integral kernels form a K.L2.ZqIE//-twisted 0-

pseudodifferential operator. The indicial roots may vary with the base point y, and we refer
the reader to [20] for a detailed treatment of this, see also [8]. For our purposes, it is enough
to have uniform bounds on the index sets. For example, if eA is obtained from amalgamating
operators with index set E as above, and if we assume that � from (3.7) is uniformly bounded
below by �, then A defines a continuous map

eA W xa0L2.UqIE/! xb
0

L2.UqIE/; whenever ı � � < a0 � b0 < �C ı:

3.3. A core domain. In this section we establish that the regular domain defined in
(3.2) is a core domain. In the process we will explain various properties of adjoint domains.

LetL 2 Diff1iie.X IE/ be elliptic, with local ideal boundary conditions BD .B1; : : : ; Bk/
at the first k-strata of bX . Recall that SD.L/ consists of those indicial roots �j such that
x�j 2 L2loc n xL

2
loc. Define

min SD.L/ D min¹Re.�j / W �j 2 SD.L/º;

max SD.L/ D max¹Re.�j / W �j 2 SD.L/º:

We will need the following assumption:

Assumption 3.8 (Injective/surjective normal operator). For each q 2 Y kC1, the nor-
mal operator Nq.P / with domain Dmax;N.B/.P / \ s

ıL2.RC � TqY � ZqIE/ is injective if
ı > max SD and surjective if ı < min SD .

It follows from our results in this section that this assumption is equivalent to asking
that Nq.L/ be surjective on Dmax;N.B/.Nq.L// and injective on Dmin;N.B/.Nq.L// (defined
below). Hence this assumption is a necessary condition for Nq.L/ to have an invertible exten-
sion, and so for L to have a Fredholm extension. We show in Proposition 4.3 below that this
assumption holds for the de Rham operator.

Let us start by recalling some basic facts about the adjoints. The formal adjoint L� of L
is the differential operator determined by

hLu; vi D hu;L�vi for all u; v 2 C1c .X IE/:
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34 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

A simple local computation shows that the formal adjoint of an iie operator is again an iie
operator, and has principal symbol

�iie.L
�/ D �iie.L/

�;

where the adjoint on the right-hand side is the pointwise adjoint in Hom.E/. Define the bound-
ary pairing of L by

Œ�; ��L W Dmax.L/ �Dmax.L
�/! C; Œu; v�L D hLu; vi � hu;L

�vi:

Endowing these maximal domains with the graph norms for L and L�, respectively, this is
continuous. We refer to [15] for a careful discussion of this pairing in the setting of isolated
conic singularities. Note that if either u 2 Dmin.L/ or v 2 Dmin.L

�/, then Œu; v�L D 0. More
generally, if D.L/ � Dmax.L/, then .L;D.L//� has domain®

v 2 Dmax.L
�/ W Œu; v�L D 0 for all u 2 D.L/

¯
:

Now let us examine more closely what this passage to the adjoint entails in our setting.
We claim that the adjoint of a domain D.L/ defined by ideal local boundary conditions at
Y 1; : : : ; Y k is given by the adjoint ideal local boundary conditions B? at these same strata. To
prove this, first recall that by Assumption 2.2, Dmax.L/ is localizable with respect to multipli-
cation by functions in C1ˆ .

eX/. Since the B are local ideal boundary conditions, it is clear that
Dmax;B.L/ is also localizable, and moreover, the identity

Œf u; v�L D Œu; f v�L for all f 2 C1ˆ .
eX/

shows that the adjoint domain of a localizable domain is again localizable. The assertion now
follows by noting that for any suitably localized function, its inclusion in .Dmax;B.L//

� de-
pends on its germ at each of the Y j , and by Proposition 3.10 below, this only depends on its
Cauchy data at these strata. This can be done by induction on k. We denote the adjoint domain
of Dmax;B.L/ by

Dmin;B?.L
�/ D .Dmax;B.L//

�:

(Note that B? denotes boundary conditions for the adjoint domain and does not involve the
adjoint operators of the individualBk .) For the de Rham operator below we shall have B? D B,
so we shall not discuss the adjoint boundary conditions in detail. For a careful treatment in the
depth-one setting see [22, Proposition 4.12].

In Section 3.2 extensions of various constructions from [24] have been worked out for
the partially completed operator P as well as its model operators,Nq.P /,‚q.P /, Iq.P /, with
domains induced by B. Now consider the effect of imposing a boundary condition BkC1 at
Y kC1. The model operators for L itself are defined by

Nq.L/ D
1
s
Nq.P /; ‚q.L/ D

1
t
‚q.P /; Iq.L/ D

1
s
Iq.P /I

each of these has a maximal domain with boundary conditions induced by B, elements of which
have Cauchy data at s D 0 (or t D 0). We may impose boundary conditions on each of these
using Nq.BkC1/. We consider now the special case BkC1 D Id, or in other words, that all
Cauchy data at Y kC1 vanish. Later, in Proposition 5.1, we consider more general cases where
BkC1 ¤ 0.
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Let us start by considering

S�qY
kC1
3b� 7! ‚q.L/.b�/ D 1

t

X
jCj˛jCjˇ j�1

aj;˛;ˇ .0; q; z/.tàt /j .tb�/˛.VzjxD0;yDq/ˇ
as a family of unbounded operators

‚q.L/.b�/ W Dmax;‚.B/.‚q.L/.b�// � L2.RC �ZqIE/! L2.RC �ZqIE/:

For each b�, this can be regarded as a conic operator on RC near t D 0 with coefficients in
Diff1iie.ZqIE/. The Bessel-type behavior as t ! 1 makes these operators Fredholm. Ele-
ments in Dmax;‚.B/.‚q.L/.b�// have asymptotic expansions as t ! 0 and we now focus on the
subspace D.‚.B/;Id/.‚q.L/.b�// of functions with vanishing Cauchy data. It is known in this
setting, see [14, 15], that

D.‚.B/;Id/.‚q.L/.b�// D Dmax;‚.B/.‚q.L/.b�// \ �1�0 L2.RC �ZqIE/:

The analogous statement is true for the domain of the normal operator. Indeed, taking the
Fourier transform of any element

u 2 D.N.B/;Id/.Nq.L//

and rescaling by t D sj�j yields a family of elements in

D.‚.B/;Id/.‚q.L/.b�// � �1�0 L2.RC �ZqIE/:

Hence

(3.10) D.N.B/;Id/.Nq.L// D Dmax;N.B/.Nq.L// \ s
1�L2.RC � TqY �ZqIE/

as well.
By constancy and discreteness of the indicial roots, if ı 2 .1 � "; 1/ for sufficiently

small ", then ı C fC1
2

is not an indicial root. Let GNq.P / be the generalized inverse of
.Nq.P /;Dmax;N.B/.Nq.P /// on sıL2.RC � TqY � ZqIE/. By assumption, Nq.P / is in-
jective on sıL2, so

GNq.P /Nq.P / D GNq.P /sNq.L/ D Id

on Dmax;N.B/.Nq.P //\s
ıL2.RC�TqY �ZqIE/. By (3.10), this includes D.N.B/;Id/.Nq.L//.

Fix a distinguished neighborhood Uq of q 2 Y kC1 and let T be the amalgamation of the
integral kernels of GNq.P / and write T D T x. Then

.Nq.TL/;D.N.B/;Id/.L// D Id

and hence
TL D Id �R on Dmax;.B;Id/.L/:

Moreover, T and R are twisted 0-pseudodifferential operators:

T 2 ‰
�1;H
0 .Œ0; 1/ � Bh/˝K.L2.ZqIE//;

R 2 x‰
0;H
0 .Œ0; 1/ � Bh/˝K.L2.ZqIE//;
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36 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

where
Re.H10/ D Re.E10/; Re.H01/ D 1C Re.E01/; Re.H11/ D 1:

Using this we find that any u 2 Dmax;.B;Id/.L/ supported in Uq satisfies

u D TLuCRu 2 x1�L2.X IE/:

This holds near any q 2 Y kC1, so

Dmax;.B;Id/.L/ � Dmax;B.L/ \ x
1�L2.X IE/:

Lemma 3.9. (i) The closure of Dmax;B.L/ \ x
0CL2.X IE/ in the graph norm of L

is Dmax;B.L/.

(ii) If u 2 Dmax;B.L/ \ x
1�L2.X IE/ then �u 2 Dmin;B.L/ for all � 2 A.Y kC1/.

Proof. (i) The assertion is true for the normal operator .Nq.L/;Dmax;N.B/.Nq.L///.
Indeed, in the coordinates s; u; z on RCs � TqY � Zq , the normal operator is a constant coef-
ficient operator in s and u. Convolution in u with a mollifier shows that D

reg
max;N.B/.Nq.L// is

dense in Dmax;N.B/.Nq.L// with respect to the graph norm of Nq.L/. As mentioned above,

D
reg
max;N.B/.Nq.L// � Dmax;N.B/.Nq.L// \ s

aL2

for small enough a.
Now we use this to construct a pseudodifferential left generalized inverse of Nq.L/ on

the domain Dmax;N.B/.Nq.L//. Let a > 0 be small enough so that

D
reg
max;N.B/.Nq.L// � Dmax;N.B/.Nq.L// \ s

aL2;

and
SD \

®
� W 0 < Re � C fC1

2
� a

¯
D ;:

By Assumption 3.8, Nq.P / is surjective on Dmax;N.B/.Nq.P //\ s
aL2 and so by the previous

section its generalized inverse, Tq , is a twisted 0-pseudodifferential operator. We denote

… D Id � TqNq.P /:

Since Tq and… are twisted 0-pseudodifferential operators, both extend from bounded operators
on saL2 to bounded operators on L2. The equality

… D Id � TqsNq.L/

holds on Dmax;N.B/.Nq.L//\ s
aL2, hence by density on Dmax;N.B/.Nq.L//. Also by density

Nq.L/… D 0 on saL2 implies Nq.L/… D 0 on L2. Altogether this shows that Tqs is a
(possibly skew) generalized left inverse of Nq.L/ and a twisted 0-pseudodifferential operator.

Let T be the amalgamation of the kernels of Tq and let T D T x. Note that T maps L2

into xıL2 for some ı > 0 (indeed any ı < ReE10 where E10 is the index set at the left face
of T ). Now let

S D TL � Id on Dmax;B.L/
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and note that S is a twisted 0-pseudodifferential operator of order minus one (on Uq) and
hence defines a bounded operator on L2. Moreover, since we have

Nq.LTL/ D Nq.L/.IdC…/ D Nq.L/;

it follows that Nq.LS/ D 0 and so LS is x times a twisted 0-pseudodifferential operator.
For u 2 Dmax;B.L/ supported in Uq we have u D TLuC Su and we define

un D TLuC S.x
1=nu/:

Since x1=nu! u in L2, we have S.x1=nu/! Su and LS.x1=nu/! LSu. It follows that

Lun D LTLuC LS.x
1=n/! LTLuC LSu D Lu

and hence un ! u in the graph norm of L. Finally, note that TLu 2 xıL2 for some ı > 0

and, for n sufficiently large S.x1=nu/ 2 x1=nL2, and so un 2 x0CL2 as required.
(ii) Assume that suppu � Uq for q 2 Y kC1. If u 2 Dmax;B.L/ \ xL

2.X IE/ and
v 2 Dmax;B?.L

�/, then

hLu; vi D h.Lx/u; vi D hu; .Lx/�vi D hu;L�vi;

where the integration by parts is justified since Lx is a partially completed edge operator at
Y kC1 and u and v satisfy adjoint boundary conditions at Y i , i � k.

Next, if u 2 Dmax;B.L/\x
1�L2.X IE/, then un D x1=nu 2 Dmin;B.L/ by the previous

case, and clearly un converges to u in L2. Now, for v 2 Dmax;B?.L
�/ \ x0CL2.X IE/, we

have

Œu; v�L D hLu; vi � lim
n!1

hun; L
�vi

D lim
n!1

hL.u � un/; vi D lim
n!1

�
1
n
h�.L/.dx/x1=n�1u; vi:

To see that this vanishes, note first that �.L/.dx/ 2 C1.eX IHom.E// induces a bounded
operator on L2, and second that .x�1u; v/ is in L1.X/. Once we know that Œu; v�L D 0 for all
v 2 Dmax;B?.L

�/\x0CL2.X IE/, it follows from (i) that Œu; v�L D 0 for all v 2 Dmax;B?.L
�/

and hence that u 2 Dmin;B.L/.

Combining this with the argument preceding this lemma, we have now shown that the
‘minimal domain at Y kC1’ coincides with the subdomain of the maximal domain obtained by
imposing zero Cauchy data at Y kC1.

Proposition 3.10. If u 2 Dmax;B.L/ is supported in a distinguished neighborhood of a
point q 2 Y kC1, then

u 2 Dmin;B.L/ ” u 2 Dmax;B.L/ \ x
1�L2.X IE/ ” u 2 Dmax;.B;Id/.L/:

To proceed, now fix � 2 .0; 1� and consider the pairing

h�; �ix�L2�L2 W x
�L2 � L2 ! C

induced by the x�=2L2 inner product. The operator P D xL has a formal transpose with
respect to this pairing which we denote P �. This is related to the formal L2-adjoint of L by
P � D x�L�x1�� .
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38 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

Proposition 3.11. Let � 2 .0; 1�, u 2 Dmax;B.L/, v 2 Dmax;B�.L
�/, P �v 2 x�L2 and

assume that at least one of u; v is in the regular domain (3.2) and supported in a distinguished
neighborhood of a point in Y kC1. Then

hu; P �viL2�x�L2 � hPu; vix�L2�L2

D

X
�j2SD.L/

Re.�j /<��
fC1
2

I
�j

M.u/.�/M.P �v/.��/ d�dy dvolZ

D

X
�j2SD.L/

Re.�j /<��
fC1
2

I
�j

M.Pu/.�/M.v/.��/ d�dy dvolZ ;

where �j is a small counterclockwise contour around �j .

Proof. For notational convenience, conjugating P by x�=2, we can assume that

u; v 2 x��L2 and Pu;P �v 2 x�L2:

The natural pairing between x��L2 and x�L2 is the usual pairing on L2. Also for convenience
assume that u 2 D

reg
max;B.L/ and both u and v are supported in a distinguished neighborhood of

a point in Y kC1.
Parseval’s formula for the Mellin transform gives

hu; P �viL2 D

Z
�D��

M.u/.�/M.P �v/.��/ d�dy dvolZ ;

hPu; viL2 D

Z
�D�

M.Pu/.�/M.v/.��/ d�dy dvolZ :

Using that u 2 D
reg
max;B.L/, we can integrate by parts in the latter integral to getZ

�D�

M.u/.�/M.P �v/.��/ d�dy dvolZ ;

where the integrand is now interpreted as a pairing between

H 2� .dyIL2.d� dvolZ IE// and H�2� .dyIL2.d� dvolZ IE//:

Thus
hu; P �viL2 � hPu; viL2 D

I
�

M.u/.�/M.P �v/.��/ d�dy dvolZ ;

where � is a simple closed contour, traversed counterclockwise, surrounding the poles of the
integrand with imaginary part between �� and � . In the same way we see that

hu; P �viL2 � hPu; viL2 D

I
�

M.Pu/.�/M.v/.��/ d�dy dvolZ :

We can now establish that the regular domain is a core domain.
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Theorem 3.12. Let L 2 Diff1iie.X IE/ be an iie differential operator with local ideal
boundary conditions B at Y 1; : : : ; Y k satisfying Assumption 3.8. The graph closure of the
domain D

reg
max;B.L/ is Dmax;B.L/.

Proof. Since D
reg
max;B.L/ � Dmax;B.L/, it is enough to show that

D
reg
max;B.L/

�
� Dmax;B.L/

�:

Thus assume that v 2 Dmax.L
�/ satisfies

(3.11) Œu; v�L D 0 for all u 2 D
reg
max;B.L/:

We must show that Œu; v�L D 0 for all u 2 Dmax;B.L/.
Directly from the definition of adjoint boundary conditions, if v satisfies (3.11) then

v 2 Dmax;B?.L
�/. Since D

reg
max;B.L/ and Dmax;B.L/ only differ at Y kC1, it suffices to consider

v supported in a distinguished neighborhood of a point in Y kC1.
From Proposition 3.11 with � D 1 we see that (3.11) is equivalent to M.v/ being holo-

morphic on ¹Im � < 1� 1
2
.f C1/º, for all � 2 A.Y kC1/. By Lemma 3.2 this in turn is equiva-

lent to knowing that the Cauchy data of v at Y kC1 vanishes. Then, from Proposition 3.10, this
is equivalent to what we wished to show,

v 2 Dmin;B?.L
�/ D .Dmax;B.L//

�:

Although the full strength of this theorem is used occasionally below, most frequently we
use the following consequence.

Corollary 3.13. If a D min¹Re � W � 2 SD.L/º and a < a then

Dmax;B.L/ \ x
aL2.X IE/

is dense in Dmax;B.L/ with respect to the graph norm of L.

Proof. As pointed out above,

D
reg
max;B.L/ � Dmax;B.L/ \ x

aL2.X IE/;

so the corollary follows from the theorem.

4. The de Rham operator

In this section we assume that bX , with singular strata Y 1; : : : ; Y kC1, ordered by increas-
ing depth, is endowed with a rigid iie metric g, and we study the associated de Rham operator
ÄdR. We first show that any choice of Cheeger ideal boundary conditions yields a self-adjoint
extension. We then show inductively that Assumptions 2.3, 2.4 and 3.5 all hold in this case.
This is done through the analysis of its indicial and normal operators.
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40 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

4.1. The indicial operator of ÄdR. Our first task is to compute the indicial roots of
ÄdR; in particular, we simplify and sharpen the computation from [2] and extend it to non-Witt
spaces. Assume that we have chosen local ideal boundary conditions B D .B1; : : : ; Bk/ at the
first k strata, and work near q 2 Y kC1. The link of bX at q is denoted Z and x is a boundary
defining function for Y kC1. Assume inductively that .ÄZdR;DB.ÄZdR// has compact resolvent,
and hence discrete spectrum, as an operator on L2.ZIƒ�.iieT �Z//. Assume too that there is a
strong Kodaira decomposition on Z. This will be justified in Section 6.

It is not hard to deduce from (2.5) and (2.6) that

(4.1) Nq.xÄdR/ D

 
sÄRh

dR �sàs � f
sàs �sÄRh

dR

!
C

 
ÄZqdR N
N �ÄZqdR

!
;

and we want to understand the indicial roots of this operator.
First, Nq.xÄdR/ preserves ker ÄZdR, and in this subspace the indicial roots are the values

of � for which  
0 �� C N � f

� C N 0

!
is not invertible. Thus

specb.xÄdRjker ÄZdR
/ D

®
�k; k � f W ker ÄZdR \ k-forms ¤ ¹0º

¯
:

To study the indicial roots on the orthogonal complement of this nullspace, we compute
the indicial roots of a closely related operator. Conjugating Nq.xÄZdR/ by s�f=2 gives 

sÄRh
dR �sàs
sàs �sÄRh

dR

!
C

 
ÄZqdR N � f

2

N � f
2
�ÄZqdR

!
:

Then

.sf=2Nq.xÄXdR/s
�f=2/2 D sf=2Nq..xÄXdR/

2/sf=2

D .s2�Rh
� .sàs/2/

 
1 0

0 1

!
C

 
�Z C .N � f

2
/2 �dZ C ıZ

dZ � ıZ �Z C .N � f
2
/2

!
:

The two summands here commute, so the next step is to compute the spectrum of the second
summand on the right; this operator is in fact the square of

D D

 
ÄZdR N � f

2

N � f
2
�ÄZdR

!
:

We assume inductively that ÄZdR, and hence D, is self-adjoint, with compact resolvent, and this
means that the spectrum of D2 is non-negative and discrete.

Thus, fix any �2 > 0, write eN D N� f
2

, and decompose a D ad C aı , and similarly for
b, according to the Kodaira decomposition on Z. (We have already handled the case where a
and b are harmonic.) Then we must solve

´
.�Z CeN2 � �2/a � db C ıb D 0;
.�Z CeN2 � �2/b C da � ıa D 0 ”

8̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:
.�Z CeN2 � �2/ad D dbı ;
.�Z CeN2 � �2/aı D �ıbd ;
.�Z CeN2 � �2/bd D �daı ;
.�Z CeN2 � �2/bı D ıad :
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Start with ad : first apply .�Z C .eN� 1/2 � �2/ to both sides of the first equation to get

.�Z C .eN � 1/2 � �2/.�Z CeN2 � �2/ad D .�Z C .eN � 1/2 � �2/dbı
D d.�Z CeN2 � �2/bı D �Zad

H) Œ.�Z C .eN � 1/2 � �2/.�Z CeN2 � �2/ ��Z �ad D 0:
This last operator factors as

.�Z C .eN � 1/2 � �2/.�Z CeN2 � �2/ ��Z
D .�Z CeN2 �eN � �2/2 � �2
D .�Z CeN2 �eN � �2 C j�j/.�Z CeN2 �eN � �2 � j�j/:

We can remove the absolute value from � since Spec.D/ is symmetric about 0; restricting to
an eigenspace of �Z with eigenvalue �, we find that

� 2
°
˙
1
2
˙

q�
k � f

2
�
1
2

�2
C � W � 2 Spec.�Z jk-forms/

±
:

Next consider aı : applying .�Z C .eNC 1/2 � �2/ to both sides of the second equation
above gives

.�Z C .eNC 1/2 � �2/.�Z CeN2 � �2/aı D �Zaı
H) .�Z CeN2 CeN � �2 � �/.�Z CeN2 CeN � �2 C �/aı D 0

and hence
� 2

°
˙
1
2
˙

q�
k � f

2
C

1
2

�2
C � W � 2 Spec.�Z jk-forms/

±
:

Altogether we conclude that

Spec.D/ �
[
k

°
˙
1
2
˙

q�
k � f

2
˙

1
2

�2
C � W � 2 Spec.�Z jk-forms/

±
;

where all of the˙ signs can be chosen independently.
On the �2 eigenspace of D2,

Iq
�
sf=2Nq..xÄZdR/

2/s�f=2
�
.�/ D .�2 � �2/

 
1 0

0 1

!
:

This means that the indicial roots of xÄZdR are contained in[
k2Œ0;f �

®
�k; k � f W 0 2 Spec.�Z jk-forms/

¯
[

[
k2Œ0;f �

°
�
f
2
˙

1
2
˙

q�
k � f

2
˙

1
2

�2
C � W � 2 Spec.�Z jk-forms/ n ¹0º

±
:

This proves the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.1. Let .bX; g/ be a stratified pseudomanifold with iie metric, with all notation
as before, and B D .B1; : : : ; Bk/ a set of Cheeger ideal boundary conditions corresponding
to a mezzoperversity at the first k strata. Let f be the dimension of the link of bX at Y kC1.

� If f is even and the induced Hodge Laplacians on the links Zq of bX at q 2 Y kC1 satisfy

Spec.�Z jj -forms/ \ Œ�
3
4
; 3
4
� � ¹0º whenever jj � f

2
j � 1;

then
specb.xÄXdRIB/ \ Œ�

f
2
�
1
2
;�f

2
C

1
2
� � ¹�f

2
º:

� If f is odd and the induced Hodge Laplacians on the links Zq of bX at q 2 Y kC1 satisfy

Spec.�Z jj -forms/ \ .�1; 1/ � ¹0º whenever jj � f
2
j D

1
2
;

then
specb.xÄXdRIB/ \ Œ�

f
2
�
1
2
;�f

2
C

1
2
� � ¹�f

2
˙

1
2
º:

In particular, any iie metric g can be replaced by another one where the metric on the link at
Y kC1 is scaled by a large constant so that these conditions as well as Assumption 2.3 are all
true.

We say that g is suitably scaled if the Hodge Laplacians of the links satisfy the hypotheses
of Lemma 4.1. We are abusing notation slightly by regarding this as a property of the metric,
since it also depends on the ideal boundary conditions B.

Corollary 4.2. Let .bX; g/ be a stratified pseudomanifold with Cheeger ideal boundary
conditions B at the first k strata, and a suitably scaled metric. If u 2 Dmax;B.ÄdR/ is supported
in a distinguished neighborhood Uq Š Œ0; 1/ � Bh �Zq , q 2 Y kC1, then as in Lemma 3.2,

u � x�f=2uf=2 Ceu;
where

uf=2 2 H
�1=2.BhI ker I.xÄdRIB;�f=2//;eu 2 x1�L2.C.Zq/;H�1.Bh/˝ƒ�.iieT �X//:

If f D dimZq is odd or H mid
B.Zq/

.Zq/ D 0 then uf=2 D 0; in all other cases,

uf=2 D ˛.u/C dx ^ ˇ.u/; ˛.u/; ˇ.u/ 2 H�1=2.BhIƒ�.iieT �Y /˝H mid
B .Zq//:

To put this into perspective, recall that

dVg � x
f dxdy dvolZ I

thus since x�f=2 2 x"L2loc.x
f dx/ for every " < 1

2
, the expansion here is of the form studied

in Lemma 3.2.

4.2. The normal operator of ÄdR. We now turn to a consideration of the normal oper-
ator of ÄdR at a point q 2 Y kC1. The link of bX at q is denoted Z and x is a boundary defining
function for Y kC1. We assume that the metric is suitably scaled, and that there is a Kodaira
decomposition for forms on Z as in Section 6.
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Since we will be working with iie differential forms on RCs � TqY
kC1 � ZkC1q , it sim-

plifies notation to write

Y D Y kC1; Z D ZkC1q ; h D dimY; f D dimZ;

TqY
C
D RCs � TqY; L2 D L2.TqY

C
�ZI��qƒ

�.iieT �X//; P D xÄdR:

The normal operator at q acts on sections of ƒ�.iieT �X/ pulled-back to Uq and restricted to
the fiber over q, which can be identified with ƒ�.T �q Y

C/ b̋ ƒ�.iieT �Z/ (the graded tensor
product of forms on Y C and iie forms on Z). Thus we also write

ƒ�q D �
�
qƒ
�.iieT �X/ D ƒ�.T �q Y

C/ b̋ ƒ�.iieT �Z/:

Once we impose the boundary conditions B at Y 1; : : : ; Y k , the normal operator of P at
a point q 2 Y kC1 naturally induces an unbounded operator on L2 but it is also profitable to
consider the unbounded operators it induces on weighted L2 spaces. For any " � 0 we have

Nq.P / W D
"
max;N.B/.Nq.P // � s

"L2.TqY
C
�ZIƒ�q/! s"L2.TqY

C
�ZIƒ�q/;

where

D"
max;N.B/.Nq.P // D

®
u 2 Dmax;N.B/.Nq.P // \ s

"L2 W Nq.P /u 2 s
"L2

¯
:

This is a closed operator and, in [2, §5.4] we have shown that the two assumptions

(4.2) Spec.ÄZdR/ \ .�1; 1/ � ¹0º and H
1=2 dimZ
L2

.Z/ D 0

imply that .Nq.P /;D"
max;N.B/.Nq.P /// is injective for all " 2 .0; 1/.

Consider the situation where the first assumption in (4.2) holds but the second does not.
Thus we assume that f D dimZ is an even integer and, letting DB.Z/.ÄZdR/ be the

domain of ÄZdR induced by the boundary conditions B, that

H
f=2

B.Z/.Z/ D ker.ÄZdR;DB.Z/.ÄZdR//jdegreeDf=2 ¤ ¹0º:

Because of the inductive hypothesis that the de Rham operator on the fibers is Fredholm
and self-adjoint, and that the de Rham complex on the fibers satisfies a strong Kodaira de-
composition and a Hodge theorem, we can use the computation in [2, Lemma 5.5] here. In
particular, with P D xÄdR, this shows that elements in ker.Nq.P /;Dmax;N.B/.Nq.P /// aris-
ing from the fact that the second assumption in (4.2) no longer holds are necessarily of the form
v D ˛ C dx ^ ˇ with

˛; ˇ 2 L2.TqY
C
Iƒ�.TqY

C/ b̋ H
f=2

B.Z/.Z//:

From (4.1), on forms of middle vertical degree, the equation Nq.P /v D 0 reduces to

sÄRh
dR ˛ � sàsˇ �

f
2
ˇ D 0; sàs˛ C f

2
˛ � sÄRh

dR ˇ D 0:

Setting .˛0; ˇ0/ D .sf=2˛; sf=2ˇ/, then these become

(4.3) ÄRh
dR ˛

0
D àsˇ0; ÄRh

dR ˇ
0
D às˛0:
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Since às and ÄRh
dR commute, (4.3) implies that ˛0; ˇ0 2 ker.�à2s C �Rh/. Taking Fourier

transform in Rh (with dual variable �), we find that

à2sF .˛0/ D j�j2F .˛0/ H) F .˛0/ D A.�/e�j�js C B.�/ej�js:

However, a solution lying in any sıL2 must have B.�/ � 0. Moreover,Z 1
0

Z
Rh
jA.�/e�j�jsj2 ds d� D

Z
Rh

jA.�/j2

2j�j
d�

so the L2 condition becomes
F .˛0/ D A.�/e�j�js

with
A.�/ 2 j�j1=2L2.RhIƒ�T �q Y b̋ H

f=2

B.Z/.Z//:

Given ˛0, then (4.3) determines ˇ0, so altogether

ker.Nq.P /;Dmax;B0.Nq.P /// D s
�f=2

®
F �1q .A.�/e�sj�j;�i cl.b�/A.�/e�sj�j/ W

A.�/ 2 j�j1=2L2.Rh; ƒ�T �q Y ˝H
f=2

B.Z/.Z//
¯
;

whereb� D �=j�j.
Since the relation between ˛ and ˇ in kerNq.P / is symmetric, we have

˛ D b�.q/ˇ; ˇ D b�.q/˛;
whereb� is the involution F �1q ı

1
i

cl.b�/ ı Fq .

Proposition 4.3. The operator

Nq.P / W D
"
max;N.B/.Nq.P // � s

"L2 ! s"L2

is injective for " � 1
2

and has closed range if 0 < " < 1, " ¤ 1
2

. Moreover, if " < 1
2

, then its
null space is

s�f=2
®
F �1q .A.�/e�sj�j;�i cl.b�/A.�/e�sj�j/ W(4.4)

A.�/ 2 j�j1=2L2.Rh; ƒ�T �q Y b̋ H
f=2

B.Z/.Z//
¯

Observe that the space (4.4) is an infinite dimensional subspace of s1=2�L2 and hence, in
particular, the normal operator is Fredholm if and only if it is invertible.

Proof. Closedness of the range follows from Proposition 3.6. The other statements
follow directly from the computation.

Since, by induction, the de Rham operator with Cheeger ideal boundary conditions com-
ing from a mezzoperversity is self-adjoint, see Theorem 6.6, the following holds by duality.

Corollary 4.4. The normal operator with domain D"
min;N.B/.Nq.xÄdR//, defined by du-

ality from D1�"
max;N.B/.Nq.xÄdR//, is surjective when " < 1

2
.
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Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces 45

This description of the null space yields a direct sum decomposition of the trace bundle
of the de Rham operator at Y . Assume now that W D W kC1 is a sub-bundle of

H
f=2

B.Z/.H=Y /! Y

with H ! Y the fibration with typical fiber Z.

Lemma 4.5. There is a direct sum decomposition

H�1=2.TqY Iƒ
�T �q Y b̋ H

f=2

B.Z/.Z//˚H
�1=2.TqY Iƒ

�T �q Y b̋ H
f=2

B.Z/.Z//(4.5)

D Cker ˚ CW ;

where

Cker D
®
F �1y .A.�/;�i cl.b�/A.�// W A.�/ 2 j�j1=2L2.Rh; ƒ�T �q Y b̋ H

f=2

B.Z/.Z//
¯
;

CW D H
�1=2.TqY Iƒ

�T �q Y b̋ Wq/˚H
�1=2.TqY Iƒ

�T �q Y b̋ W ?q /:

Proof. Note that

˛ 2 H�1=2.TqY Iƒ
�T �q Y b̋ Wq/

H) F �1y .�i cl.b�/Fy.˛// 2 H�1=2.TqY Iƒ�T �q Y b̋ Wq/

and so Cker \ CW D ¹0º. Thus we only need to show that Cker ˚ CW contains the left-hand
side of (4.5).

Decompose any ; � 2 H�1=2.TqY Iƒ�T �q Y b̋ H
f=2

B.Z/.Z// as

 D W C W? ; � D �W C �W?

according to the splitting CW . Let

.F �1y .�i cl.b�/Fy.�W //; �W / WD .!; �W / 2 Cker;

.W? ;F
�1
y .�i cl.b�/Fy.W?/// WD .W? ; �/ 2 Cker

and notice that .!; �/ 2 CW . We can now decompose an arbitrary pair .; �/ as

.; �/ D .! C W? ; �W C �/C .W � !; �W? � �/ 2 Cker ˚ CW :

Define

(4.6)

´
Nq.ÄdR/ D

1
s
Nq.xÄdR/;

Dmax;N.B/.N.ÄdR// D
®
u 2 Dmax;N.B/.Nq.xÄdR// W Nq.ÄdR/u 2 L

2
¯
:

Then by Lemma 3.2, elements in Nq.ÄdR/ have a partial asymptotic expansion at s D 0. The
same indicial root computation of the de Rham operator for a suitably scaled iie metric implies
that this partial asymptotic expansion has only one term, and this has exponent �f=2, and
coefficient in (4.5). Denote the corresponding Cauchy data map by Cq ,

Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR// 3 u
Cq
�! .˛0; ˇ0/ 2 .H

�1=2.TqY Iƒ
�T �q Y b̋ H

f=2

B.Z/.Z///
2:
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46 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

From Lemma 4.5, there is a (not necessarily orthogonal) projection into the null space

ˆq W Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR//! ker.Nq.ÄdR/;Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR///:

Indeed, if

(4.7) …W W Cker ˚ CW ! CW

is the natural projection, and

P W H�1=2.TqY Iƒ
�T �R b̋ ƒ�T �q Y b̋ H

f=2

B.Z/.Z//

! s1=2�L2.RCs � TqY Iƒ
�T �R b̋ ƒ�T �q Y b̋ H

f=2

B.Z/.Z//;

P D s�f=2F �1y ı e�sj�j ı Fy ;

then we can set
ˆq D P.Id �…W /Cq;

and it follows from (4.4) that ˆq maps into ker.Nq.ÄdR/;Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR///.

Lemma 4.6. The operator ˆq is a twisted 0-pseudodifferential operator

ˆq 2 ‰
�1;J
0 .RC �Rh/˝K.L2.ZqIƒ

�//

with index set

J D .J10; J01; J11/; J10 D E10; J01 D H01; J11 D N0;

using the notation (3.4) (with ı 2 .0; 1
2
/).

Proof. We compute the integral kernel of ˆq .
Fix " 2 .0; 1

2
/, we will describe the integral kernel of Cq using the generalized inverse

Gq D GNq.P / of .Nq.xÄdR/;D
"
max;N.B/.Nq.xÄdR///:

Note that by Corollary 4.4, .Nq.xÄdR/;D
"
max;N.B/.Nq.xÄdR/// is surjective, so Proposition 3.7

can be applied to P D xÄdR.
First, since ˆq is the identity on kerNq.P /, we have ˆq…kerNq.P /v D …kerNq.P /v, so

it suffices to focus on those v 2 Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR// orthogonal to kerNq.P /. Thus

v D GqNq.P /v

and we are looking for the coefficient of s�f=2 in the expansion of the left-hand side.
Since Gq 2 ‰

�1;H
0 .RC � Rh/˝ K.L2.ZqIƒ

�
q// and Nq.P /v 2 sL2, this coefficient

comes from the expansion of KGq at the left face, B10, of .RC �Rh/20 �Z
2
q . Indeed, there is

a term
s�f=2K.Gq ;�f=2/.s

0; u; u0; z; z0/

in the expansion of KGq at the left face, and Cv is given by the action of

K.Gq ;�f=2/.s
0; u; u0; z; z0/
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on Nq.P /v. It is convenient to write this coefficient in terms of the generalized inverse of the
Bessel-type operator ‚q.P /. Indeed, from (3.5) (cf. [24, (5.20)]) we have

K.Gq ;�f=2/.s
0; u; u0; z; z0/ D

Z
ei.u�u

0/��K.G‚q.P/;�f=2/
.s0j�j; z; z0;b�/j�j�f=2 d�;

where K.G‚q.P/;�f=2/
is the coefficient in the corresponding coefficient in the asymptotic

expansion of KG‚q.P/
at the left face.

Thus for all v orthogonal to kerNq.P /, we have

Kê";q .s; s0; u; u0; z; z0/
D s�f=2

Z
ei.u�u

0/��
j�j�f=2e�sj�j.Id �…W /K.G‚q.P/;�f=2/

.s0j�j; z; z0;b�/ d�
andˆqv is given by the action of Kê";q onNq.P /v. So to see thatˆq acts as a K.L2.ZqIE//-
twisted 0-pseudodifferential operator, we need only note that ê";q is such an operator. Directly
from this expression we see that J10 D �f=2. On the other hand, the restriction of the kernel
of G‚q.P / to the left face has index set H11 D N0 at the front face and H01 at the right face,
and so we can take these as the index sets for ê";q . Finally, for general v, we have

ˆqv D ˆq.v �…kerNq.P /v/C…kerNq.P /v

and we know that …kerNq.P / has index sets E10 at the left face and E01 � H01 at the right
face.

5. Parametrix construction

5.1. Non-Witt strata. Continuing as above, fix " 2 .0; 1
2
/ and the boundary operators

B D .B1; : : : ; Bk/ at the first k singular strata of bX . Assume that Y kC1 is non-Witt for
.ÄdR;Dmax;B.ÄdR//, in the sense that f D dimZ even and

(5.1) H
f=2

B.Z/.Z/ D ker.ÄZdR;DB.Z/.ÄZdR//jdegreeDf=2 ¤ ¹0º:

As explained in Section 2.3 the union of these null spaces forms a flat vector bundle over Y kC1.
We now choose a flat sub-bundle

W ! Y kC1;

and let BkC1 D .Id�PW ;PW / be the Cheeger ideal boundary condition associated to W . In
this section we show that any u 2 Dmax;.B;BkC1/.ÄdR/ supported in a distinguished neighbor-
hood of q 2 Y kC1 is in x1=2�L2.

Fix a distinguished neighborhood Uq Š Œ0; 1/x �Bh �Zq of q 2 Y kC1, a trivialization

ƒ�.iieT �X/ Š ƒ�.Œ0; 1/x � Bh/ b̋ ƒ�.iieT �Zq/;

and flat trivializations

H mid
B.Z/.H

k=Y k/ Š Bh �H mid
B.Zq/.Zq/; W jBh Š Bh �Wq:
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We start by modifying the generalized inverse Gq of the normal operator Nq.xÄdR/ with
domain D"

max;N.B/.Nq.xÄdR// (this is surjective by Corollary 4.4) using the projectorˆq from
Lemma 4.6. Recall that

Nq.ÄdR/ D s
�1Nq.xÄdR/:

In (4.6) we defined a domain for Nq.ÄdR/ using the first k boundary conditions B. We refine
this to

DN.B;BkC1/.Nq.ÄdR// D
®
u 2 Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR// W Cu D …W Cu

¯
;

where …W is as in (4.7). Now define

Tq D Gqs �ˆqGqs D TqsI

the premultiplication by s serves to mediate between Nq.xÄdR/ and Nq.ÄdR/.

Proposition 5.1. For any choice of Cheeger ideal boundary conditions .B; BkC1/, the
operator Tq satisfies

Tq 2 B.s"L2/; Image.Tq/ � Dmax;N.B;BkC1/.Nq.ÄdR//; Nq.ÄdR/Tq D Id;

and

TqNq.ÄdR/ D

´
Id �ˆq on D"

max;N.B/.Nq.xÄdR//;

Id on Dmax;N.B;BkC1/.Nq.ÄdR//:

Hence .Nq.ÄdR/;DN.B;BkC1/.Nq.ÄdR/// is invertible with inverse Tq . Moreover, the compo-
sition ÄZdR ı Tq is a bounded operator on s"L2.TqY C �ZI��qƒ

�.iieT �X//.

Proof. The operator Gq satisfies

Gq 2 B.s"L2/; Image.Gq/ � D"
max;N.B/.Nq.xÄdR//;

Id �GqNq.xÄdR/ D …kerNq.xÄdR/; Id �Nq.xÄdR/Gq D 0;

where …kerNq.xÄdR/ is the orthogonal projection onto ker.Nq.xÄdR/;D
"
max;N.B/.Nq.xÄdR///.

Now, conjugation by s shows that

Id D s�1.Id/s D s�1.Nq.xÄdR/Gq/s D Nq.ÄdR/Gqs on s"L2;

so that Image.Gqs/ � Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR//. Since Nq.ÄdR/P" D 0, we have

Nq.ÄdR/Tq D Nq.ÄdR/Gqs D Id on s"L2;

hence
Image.Tq/ � D"

max;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR//:

This shows that C ı Tq makes sense, and then we get, directly from the definition of Tq ,

CTq D …W CGqs H) Image.Tq/ � D"
max;N.B;BkC1/.Nq.ÄdR//:

This null space coincides with that of .Nq.ÄdR/;Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR///, so

Id �GqsNq.ÄdR/ D …kerNq.ÄdR/ on Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR// \ s
"L2:
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Since Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR// \ s
"L2 is dense in Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR// in the graph norm of

Nq.ÄdR/ (Theorem 3.12), and …kerNq.ÄdR/ extends to a bounded operator on L2, it follows
that

Id �GqsNq.ÄdR/ D …kerNq.ÄdR/ on Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR//:

and so Gqs is the generalized inverse of .Nq.ÄdR/;Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR///.
Moreover,

TqNq.ÄdR/ D .Id �ˆq/.Id �…kerNq.ÄdR// D Id �ˆq on Dmax;N.B/.Nq.ÄdR//;

since ˆq…kerNq.ÄdR/ D …kerNq.ÄdR/. Directly from the definition of …W we have

.Id �…W /C D 0 on DN.B;BkC1/.Nq.ÄdR//:

So indeed .Nq.ÄdR/;DN.B;BkC1/.ÄdR// is invertible with inverse Tq .
To prove that ÄZdR ı Tq is a bounded operator, first consider ÄZdR ıGq . Using that

Id D Nq.xÄdR/Gq D

" 
Id 0

0 �Id

!
ÄZdR C

 
sÄTqYdR �sàs C N � f
sàs C N �sÄTqYdR

!#
Gq:

Since Gq 2 ‰
�1;H
0 .RC � Rh/ ˝ K.L2.ZqIƒ

�
q//, the composition of the second summand

above with Gq is bounded. It is clear from the definition of ˆq that its image consists of
sections of the vertical Hodge bundle and so ÄZqdR ıˆq D 0, thus

(5.2) ÄZqdR ı Tq is a bounded operator on s"L2.TqY C �ZI��qƒ
�.iieT �X//:

Note that this means that both dZ ı Tq and ıZ ı Tq are bounded operators.

Let us point out some further properties of Tq . We know from Proposition 3.7 that

Gq 2 ‰
�1;H
0 .RC �Rh/˝K.L2.ZqIƒ

�
q//;

with H given by (3.4). From Lemma 4.6,

ˆq 2 ‰
�1;J
0 .RC �Rh/˝K.L2.ZqIƒ

�
q//:

Thus altogether,

(5.3) Tq D .Id �ˆq/Gq 2 ‰
�1;L
0 .RC �Rh/˝K.L2.ZqIƒ

�
q//:

Using the composition formula for 0-pseudodifferential operators given in [24, Theorem 3.15],
we see that the index sets are given by

L10 D E10 [ F10 [ E10;

L01 D E01 [ F01 [ E01 [ F01;

L11 D N0 [ .E10 CE01 [ F01 C hC 1/:

(The operator Tq D Tqs lies in a similar space, but with L01 replaced by 1C L01, because of
the factor s on the right in the definition of Tq .) Note that since

Nq.xÄdR/Tq D Id
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50 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

the indicial operator of xÄdR must annihilate all of the terms in the expansion of KTq at the left
face (see the discussion preceding (3.9)).

We can read off the mapping properties of Tq from (5.3). Indeed, in terms of �C and ��

from (3.7), we have

ReL10 D min.�C; ��/C " � fC1
2
;

ReL01 D min.�C; ��/ � ." � fC1
2
/; ReL11 D 0

and hence Tq defines a bounded map xa
0

L2 ! xb
0

L2 provided that

" �min.�C; ��/ < a0 D b0 < min.�C; ��/C ":

Using Lemma 4.1, we can be more explicit:

(5.4)

´
" > 1

4
H) min.�C; ��/ D 1

2
� " H) 2" � 1

2
< a0 D b0 < 1

2
;

" < 1
4
H) min.�C; ��/ > "; so we can take 0 � a0 D b0 < 2":

The corresponding values for Tq are

2" � 3
2
< a0 D b0 < 1

2
for " > 1

4
and � 1 � a0 D b0 < 2" for " < 1

4
:

We now restrict to the distinguished neighborhood Uq . Following the procedure in Sec-
tion 3.2, we amalgamate the family of operators Tq to an operator TB on bX supported in this
neighborhood. Thus TB is defined through its integral kernel

KTB .s; u; x
0; y0; z; z0/ D �KT.y0Cx0u/.s; u; z; z

0/;

where � is a smooth cut-off function equal to one in a neighborhood eU2
q . We define TB

similarly,
KTB .s; u; x

0; y0; z; z0/ DKTB .s; u; x
0; y0; z; z0/.x0s/:

As in [24, (3.5)], TB acts on a section f by

TBf .x; y; z/ D

Z
KTB .

x
x0
; y�y

0

x0
; x0; y0; z; z0/f .x0; y0; z0/ d�.x0; y0; z0/

for the appropriate measure �. Notice two features here: first, since x D x0s,

Nq.TBÄdR/ D Nq.TBxÄdR/ D TqNq.xÄdR/ D TqNq.ÄdR/;

and second,
KTB .

x
x0
; y�y

0

x0
; x0; y0; z; z0/ D �KTy .

x
x0
; y�y

0

x0
; z; z0/x:

From (5.3) we see that

TB 2 ‰
�1;L
0 .Œ0; 1/ � Bh/˝K.L2.ZqIƒ

�
q//;

so TB satisfies properties analogous to those of Tq , while TB satisfies similar mapping proper-
ties with

2" � 3
2
< a0 � b0 < 1

2
for " > 1

4
and � 1 � a0 � b0 < 2" for " < 1

4
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as long as b0 � a0 � 1, since .x0s/ vanishes to first order at both the front face and the left face.
(Note that though the index sets vary with q, the bounds on their real parts, hence the mapping
properties, discussed above are uniform in q.)

Let us show that ÄZdR ıTB is a bounded operator on x"L2.bX/. From the way TB acts, we
see that

ÄZdR.x; y/.TBf /.x; y; z/

D

Z
ÄZdR.x; y/KTB .

x
x0
; y�y

0

x0
; x0; y0; z; z0/f .x0; y0; z0/d�.x0; y0; z0/;

where ÄZdR.x; y/ is the vertical de Rham operator for the metric at .x; y/. Since the metric g is
rigid (in fact, this argument works for a slightly larger class of metrics), we have

ÄZdR.x; y/ D ÄZdR.0; y/ D ÄZydR :

By (5.2), this composes with Ty to a bounded operator on L2.
We have shown that TB satisfies the assumption preceding (3.9), so if

eH D .eH 10; eH 01; eH 11/

is the collection of index sets for Id � xÄdRTB , then

Re eH 10 D 1C ReL10 D 1Cmin.�C; ��/C " � fC1
2
;

Re eH 01 D ReL01 D min.�C; ��/ � ." � fC1
2
/;

Re eH 11 � 1:

These, in turn, imply that xÄdRTq W x
a0L2 ! xb

0

L2 is bounded so long as

" �min.�C; ��/ < a0 � b0 < 1Cmin.�C; ��/C " and b0 � a0 � 1:

In particular, we have shown that

xÄdRTB W x
"L2.bX Iƒ�.iieT �X//! x1C"L2.bX Iƒ�.iieT �X//

is bounded, and hence ÄdRTB is a bounded operator on x"L2. Essentially the same reasoning
shows that ÄdRTB is also a bounded operator on x"L2.

DefineQ D Id�e�TBxÄdR, wheree� is a cut-off function on a neighborhood of Y smaller
than the one to which we extended TB . From the mapping properties (5.4) of TB , we see that
Q defines bounded operators on both x"L2 and L2.

Theorem 5.2. If .bX; g/ is a stratified space with singular strata Y 1; : : : ; Y kC1, ordered
with increasing depth and rigid iie metric g. Suppose that .B1; : : : ; BkC1/ are Cheeger ideal
boundary conditions at the first kC1 strata, and Y kC1 is non-Witt (so (5.1) holds there). Then

(5.5) Dmax;.B1;:::;BkC1/.ÄdR/ �
\

"2.0;1=2/

x"L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X//:

Proof. We may assume that u is supported in a distinguished neighborhood Uq of
q 2 Y kC1. First suppose that 0 < " < 1

4
.
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We have established that

(5.6) Id �e�TB.xÄdR/ D Q

holds on Dmax;.B;BkC1/.ÄdR/\x
"L2.X IE/which is dense in Dmax;.B;BkC1/.ÄdR/with respect

to the graph norm of ÄdR by Corollary 3.13. Since Id, e�TBx, and Q are bounded operators
on L2, it follows that (5.6) continues to hold on Dmax;.B;BkC1/.ÄdR/.

Thus to show that u 2 x"L2, since we already know that TB.xÄdRu/ 2 x
"L2, it suffices

to show that Qu has extra vanishing. To discuss the normal operator of Q, we recall that

Q 2 ‰
0;L
0 .Œ0; 1/ � Bh/˝B.Dmax.ÄZdR/; L

2.ZqIƒ
�
q//:

The normal operator of Q at the point q 2 Bh is the operator

ˆq 2 ‰
�1;J
0 .RC �Rh/˝K.L2.ZqIƒ

�
q//

from Lemma 4.6. Let ˆB be the amalgamation of the family q 7! ˆq as in (3.8), so that we
have

Q �ˆB 2 ‰
0;LC¹1º11
0 .Œ0; 1/ � Bh/˝B.Dmax.ÄZdR/; L

2.ZqIƒ
�
q//;

LC ¹1º11 D .L10; L01; L11 C 1/:

This operator satisfies (5.4) with b0 � a0 � 1, so in particular

Q �ˆB W D
0
max;.B;BkC1/.ÄdR/! x"L2.Œ0; 1/ � BhIL2.ZqIE// D x

"L2:

Finally, since Nq.ˆB/ D P".Id �…Wq /Cq , if Cu is a section of W over Y kC1 then we have
ˆBu D O.x/.

This establishes the extra decay when " 2 .0; 1
4
/. It was necessary to restrict to these "

because we needed to take a0 D 0 in (5.4). But we can now repeat the argument starting with
any ", which allows us to take a0 < 1

4
in (5.4). By inspection, we can thus take any " 2 .0; 3

8
/.

Iterating this n times, we establish decay for any " 2 .0; 1
2
� .1

2
/nC1/ and hence, since n is

arbitrary, for any " < 1
2

. This proves (5.5).

5.2. Witt strata. Now return to the situation at the beginning of this section. Namely
assume that B D .B1; : : : ; Bk/ are local ideal boundary conditions for the de Rham operator
of a rigid iie metric on bX . We say that Y kC1 is a Witt stratum for .ÄdR;Dmax;B.ÄdR// either if
f is odd, or else if f is even and

(5.7) H
f=2

B.Z/.Z/ D ker.ÄZdR;DB.Z/.ÄZdR//jdegreeDf=2 D ¹0º:

The argument in [2, §5.4] now shows that

.Nq.P /;D
"
max;N.B/.Nq.P ///

is invertible for all " 2 .0; 1/. We prove here that any u 2 Dmax;B.ÄdR/ (supported in the
distinguished neighborhood Uq) must lie in x1�L2.
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The construction in this case is simpler than the one above for a non-Witt stratum. Fix
" 2 .0; 1/. Since .Nq.P /;D"

max;N.B/.Nq.P /// is invertible, the construction in Section 3.2
produces an inverse

Gq 2 B.s"L2/; Image.Gq/ � Dmax;N.B/.Nq.xÄdR//;

GqNq.P / D Id; Nq.P /Gq D Id:

Arguing as in Proposition 5.1, we see thatGqs is an inverse forNq.ÄdR/ D s
�1Nq.xÄdR/ with

domain DN.B/.Nq.ÄdR// and that ÄZdR ıGqs is a bounded operator on s"L2.
Continuing on, define the integral kernel

KB.s; u; x
0; y0; z; z0/ DKG.y0Cx0u/.s; u; z; z

0/x0

of GB by amalgamating the family of operators Gq . This lies in

‰
�1;H
0 .Œ0; 1/ � Bh/˝K.L2.ZqIƒ

�
q//I

the index sets are such that GB is a bounded map on x"L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X// with image in
Dmax;B.ÄdR/ \ x

"L2, and Q D Id �GBÄdR extends from x"L2 to a bounded operator on L2.
We can thus appeal to the density of Dmax;B.ÄdR/ \ x

"L2, and so obtain the analogue of
Theorem 5.2.

Theorem 5.3. Let .bX; g/ and B be as in Theorem 5.2, but suppose that (5.7) holds at
Y kC1, so this is a Witt stratum. Then

Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk/.ÄdR/ �
\

"2.0;1/

x"L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X//:

5.3. The de Rham operator is essentially injective. We have shown how to construct
a (left) parametrix at all singular strata. This construction on spaces of depth k C 1 relies
on inductive information about the de Rham operator on singular spaces of depth less than or
equal to k, and in particular that this operator with Cheeger ideal boundary conditions from
a mezzoperversity is self-adjoint. We now use these parametrices to prove that this de Rham
operator is essentially injective, i.e., has closed range and finite dimensional null space. Then,
once we have proved Theorem 6.6, which asserts that the de Rham operator on spaces of depth
k C 1 is self-adjoint, then this essential injectivity proves that it must actually be Fredholm.

Theorem 5.4. Let .bX; g/ be a stratified pseudomanifold as before, where g is suitably
scaled, and let B D .B1; : : : ; BkC1/ be a set of Cheeger ideal boundary conditions. Then ÄdR

with domain DB.ÄdR/ is closed, essentially injective and has compact resolvent. Indeed if � is
a total boundary defining function on eX , the resolution of bX , then

DB.ÄdR/ � H
1
loc.X Iƒ

�.iieT �X// \
\

"2.0;1=2/

�"L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X//:

In particular, the de Rham operator satisfies Assumptions 2.4 and 3.5 at depth k C 1.
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Proof. Assume that this result is true for all spaces of depth less than or equal to k. If
u 2 DB.ÄdR/ then �u 2 DB.ÄdR/ for all � indicator functions supported in the distinguished
neighborhood Uq of q 2 Y kC1, and using the inductive hypothesis and Theorems 5.2 and 5.3,

�u 2
\

"2.0;1=2/

�"L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X//:

Since q is arbitrary, u itself lies in this space. Since this space is compactly included in
L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X//, this shows that .ÄdR;DB.ÄdR// is essentially injective and has compact
resolvent.

6. L2 cohomology and Kodaira decomposition

Let .bX; g/ be a stratified pseudomanifold endowed with a rigid iie metric. In this sec-
tion we relate the domains of the de Rham operator to domains of the exterior derivative.
Useful consequences include the self-adjointness of the de Rham operator, a Kodaira decom-
position for L2 differential forms, and an identification of the Hodge cohomology associated
to a mezzoperversity with the associated de Rham cohomology.

The exterior derivative d and its formal adjoint ı have two canonical closed extensions
from the smooth forms of compact support on X D bX reg. Namely,

Dmin.d/ D
®
u 2 L2.bX Iƒ�.iieT �X// W there exists un 2 C1c .X Iƒ

�.iieT �X//

such that un ! u and dun is Cauchy
¯
;

Dmax.d/ D
®
u 2 L2.bX Iƒ�.iieT �X// W du 2 L2.bX Iƒ�.iieT �X//¯:

In the first case, ‘Cauchy’ means Cauchy in L2, while in the second du is computed distribu-
tionally. We define in the same way Dmin.ı/ and Dmax.ı/. It is clear from these definitions
that

.d;Dmin.d//
�
D .ı;Dmax.ı//; .ı;Dmax.ı//

�
D .d;Dmin.d//

and similarly, with Dmin and Dmax exchanged.
To identify the adjoints of domains (for d , ı or ÄdR) intermediate between Dmin and

Dmax, introduce the boundary pairings

Œ�; ��d W Dmax.d/ �Dmax.ı/! C; Œu; v�d D hdu; vi � hu; ıvi;

Œ�; ��ÄdR W Dmax.ÄdR/ �Dmax.ÄdR/! C; Œu; v�ÄdR D hÄdRu; vi � hu; ÄdRvi;

where h�; �i is the L2 pairing. These are closely related: in fact, Œ�; ��d can be expressed in terms
of Œ�; ��ÄdR as follows. Let

(6.1) uı D orthogonal projection of u onto ı.Dmax.ı//.

Note that since ı.Dmax.ı//
? D ker.d;Dmin.d//, we have

hdu; vi D hduı ; vi and hu; ıvi D huı ; ıvi for all v 2 Dmax.ı/:

Similarly, if vd denotes the orthogonal projection of v onto d.Dmax.d//, we have

hdu; vi D hdu; vd i and hu; ıvi D hu; ıvd i for all u 2 Dmax.d/:
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Thus it is always true that
Œu; v�d D Œuı ; vd �d :

Moreover, since ı.Dmax.ı// � ker.ı;Dmax.ı// we have

uı 2 Dmax.d C ı/; .d C ı/uı D duı

and similarly d.Dmax.d// � ker.d;Dmax.d// so we also have

vd 2 Dmax.d C ı/; .d C ı/vd D ıvd :

Thus altogether,

(6.2) Œu; v�d D Œuı ; vd �d D Œuı ; vd �ÄdR :

6.1. Depth one. Let us start by considering the setting of bX with a single singular
stratum Y . For any w 2 Dmax.ÄdR/ denote the leading term in its expansion from Lemma 3.2
and Corollary 4.2 by ˛.w/ C dx ^ ˇ.w/. Recall from Theorem 3.12 the core subdomain
D

reg
max.ÄdR/ with the property that ˛.w/ and ˇ.w/ are smooth instead of just distributional

sections, and that the remainder is in xL2.

Lemma 6.1. If u; v 2 Dmax.ÄdR/ and one of them is in D
reg
max.ÄdR/ then from Stokes’

theorem

Œu; v�d D h˛.u/; ˇ.v/iY ; Œu; v�ÄdR D h˛.u/; ˇ.v/iY � hˇ.u/; ˛.v/iY ;

where on Y we have the pairing between smooth forms and currents with coefficients in the
vertical Hodge bundle, induced by the L2-pairing.

Proof. We always have

Œu; v�d D lim
"!0

.hdu; vix�" � hu; ıvix�"/ D lim
"!0
hu; vixD":

If both u; v are in D
reg
max.ÄdR/ then

hu; vixD" D h˛.u/; ˇ.v/iY CO."/;

and so Œu; v�d D h˛.u/; ˇ.v/iY . If only one of them, say u is in D
reg
max.ÄdR/, we can find

vn 2 D
reg
max.ÄdR/ such that vn ! v in the graph norm. By continuity of the coefficients of the

asymptotic expansion in Lemma 3.2, we have ˇ.vn/! ˇ.v/ as distributions, so

Œu; v�d D limŒu; vn�d D limh˛.u/; ˇ.vn/iY D h˛.u/; ˇ.v/iY :

The pairing Œ�; ��ÄdR is analogous.

This lemma shows the usefulness of having elements in D
reg
max.ÄdR/, so we define analo-

gous domains for d and ı. The domain

D reg
max.d/ D

®
u 2 Dmax.d/ W uı 2 D reg

max.ÄdR/
¯

is a core domain for Dmax.d/ by the same argument that showed that D
reg
max.ÄdR/ is a core

domain for Dmax.ÄdR/. Similarly we define

D reg
max.ı/ D

®
v 2 Dmax.ı/ W vd 2 D reg

max.ÄdR/
¯

and point out that this is a core domain for Dmax.ı/.
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Lemma 6.2. Let Uq be a distinguished neighborhood of q 2 Y over which we have
trivializations

Uq Š Œ0; 1/x � B �Zq;
[

y2Uq\Y

H mid.Zy/ D B �H mid.Zq/;

where we recall that H mid.Zq/ refers to the L2 harmonic forms on Zq of degree equal to half
of the dimension of Zq . For differential forms u 2 L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X// supported in Uq we
have

u 2 Dmin.d/ ” u 2 Dmax.d/ and ˛.uı/ D 0;

u 2 Dmin.ı/ ” u 2 Dmax.ı/ and ˇ.ud / D 0:

Moreover, given � 2 C1c .BIƒ
�.iieT �Y /˝H mid.Zq//,

(i) there exists u.�/ 2 Dmin.d/ \Dmin.ı/ \A�phg such that ıu.�/ 2 D
reg
max.ÄdR/ and

˛.ıu.�// D �;

(ii) there exists v.�/ 2 Dmin.d/ \Dmin.ı/ \A�phg such that dv.�/ 2 D
reg
max.ÄdR/ and

ˇ.dv.�// D �:

(iii) For any w 2 D
reg
max.ÄdR/ compactly supported in Uq with ˛.w/ D a, ˇ.w/ D b, there

exists !.a; b/ 2 D
reg
max.ÄdR/ \Dmax.d/ \Dmax.ı/ \A�phg such that

˛.!.a; b// D a; ˇ.!.a; b// D b:

Proof. Let � be a smooth function identically equal to one on the support of �, and
vanishing outside a compact subset of Uq .

Let

v.�/ D

´
.log x/�� if f D 2;
x�f=2C1

�f=2C1
�� otherwise;

and let u.�/ D �dx^ v.�/. Since u and v are smooth and in xL2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X//, we clearly
have

u; du; ıu; v; dv; ıv 2 D reg
max.d/ \D reg

max.ı/ \A�phg:

Also ˛.ıu.�// D � and ˇ.dv.�// D �.
Now we can identify

Dmin.d/ D D reg
max.ı/

�
D
®
u 2 Dmax.d/ W Œu; v�d D 0 for all v 2 D reg

max.ı/
¯

D
®
u 2 Dmax.d/ W h˛.uı/; ˇ.vd /iY D 0 for all v 2 D reg

max.ı/
¯

and we have just shown that ˇ.vd / can be prescribed arbitrarily, so u 2 Dmin.d/ precisely
when ˛.uı/ D 0. Similarly, from Dmin.ı/ D D

reg
max.d/

� we can characterize Dmin.ı/ as
required. Moreover, we can now recognize that u.�/; v.�/ 2 Dmin.d/ \Dmin.ı/, so we have
established (i) and (ii).
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For (iii), let !.a; b/ D x�f=2�.aC dx ^ b/. In Uq , we know from (2.5), (2.6) that we
can write

d D

 
1
x
dZ C d

0;1
T
C xR 0

àx C 1
x

N �. 1
x
dZ C d

0;1
T
C xR/

!
;

ı D

 
1
x
ıZ C .d

0;1
T
/� C .xR/� �àx C 1

x
.N � f /

0 �. 1
x
ıZ C .d

0;1
T
/� C .xR/�/

!
and we know from Lemma 3.2 that .aC dx ^ b/ is in the null space of

I.xÄdRI �
f
2
/ D

 
dZ C ıZ f

2
C .N � f /

�
f
2
C N �.dZ C ıZ/

!
:

It follows from the Kodaira decomposition on Zq and the explicit expressions for d and ı that

!.a; b/ 2 Dmax.d/ \Dmax.ı/:

Since Dmin.d/\Dmax.ı/ and Dmax.d/\Dmin.ı/ are both closed domains for ÄdR, they
both contain Dmin.ÄdR/, and hence so does their intersection Dmin.ÄdR/ � Dmin.d/\Dmin.ı/.
On the other hand, in the pairing Œu; v�ÄdR this lemma shows that we can prescribe ˛.u/ and
ˇ.u/ arbitrarily and so

Dmin.ÄdR/ D .D
reg
max.ÄdR//

�

D
®
v 2 Dmax.ÄdR/ W ˛.v/ D ˇ.v/ D 0

¯
D Dmin.d/ \Dmin.ı/:

In particular, if w 2 D
reg
max.ÄdR/ then we have

(6.3) w � !.˛.w/; ˇ.w// 2 Dmin.d/ \Dmin.ı/;

hence
w 2 Dmax.d/ \Dmax.ı/:

Another useful consequence of this lemma is that whenever u 2 Dmax.ÄdR/,

(6.4) ˛.uı/ D ˛.u/; ˇ.ud / D ˇ.u/:

Indeed, we have

h˛.u/; ˇ.v/i D Œu; v�d D Œuı ; v�d D h˛.uı/; ˇ.v/i

for any v 2 D
reg
max.ÄdR/ and from the lemma we can prescribe ˇ.v/ arbitrarily. This shows that

˛.uı/ D ˛.u/ and a similar argument shows ˇ.ud / D ˇ.u/.
Returning to (6.2), we see that whenever u 2 Dmax.d/, v 2 Dmax.ı/ and either uı or vd

is in D
reg
max.ÄdR/,

h˛.uı/; ˇ.vd /i D h˛.uı/; ˇ.vd /iY � hˇ.uı/; ˛.vd /iY

and so

(6.5) hˇ.uı/; ˛.vd /iY D 0:

Let us show that this is a reflection of the flatness of the bundle of vertical harmonic forms
over Y .
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Lemma 6.3. For u 2 Dmax.d/, v 2 Dmax.ı/, we have

˛..du/ı/ D r
H˛.uı/; ˇ..ıv/d / D �.r

H /�ˇ.vd /;

where rH is the flat connection on the bundle of vertical harmonic forms discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1.

Proof. Any u 2 Dmax.ÄdR/ has a partial asymptotic expansion

x�f=2.˛.u/C dx ^ ˇ.u//C xH�1e :

If u is polyhomogeneous then it has a full asymptotic expansion

u � x�f=2.˛.u/C dx ^ ˇ.u//C
X
�2E

a�x
�

for some index set E . From the form of the partial asymptotic expansion above, we must have
Re E � .1 � f /=2.

Consider a differential form u such that u; du 2 Dmax.d C ı/\A�phg. Applying d to the
expansion of u, we have

du � x�f=2.d
0;1
T
˛.u/ � dx ^ d

0;1
T
ˇ.u//C

X
�2E

..dZa� C �dx ^ a� /x
��1
C b�x

� /;

on the other hand, we have

du � x�f=2.˛.du/C dx ^ ˇ.du//C
X
�2E 0

c�x
�

with Re E 0 � .1 � f /=2. Comparing coefficients, we must have

˛.du/ D d
0;1
T
˛.u/C dZ�.u/

for some form �.u/. From the Kodaira decomposition

ker.dZ ;Dmax.dZ// \ ker.ıZ ;Dmin.ıZ//˚ dZ.Dmax.dZ//˚ ıZ.Dmin.ıZ//

we see that projecting d0;1
T
˛.u/ 2 ker.dZ ;Dmax.dZ// onto the harmonic forms comes down

to subtracting an exact form, say

d
0;1
T
˛.u/ D rH˛.u/C dZ�0.u/:

Thus we have
˛.du/ � rH˛.u/ D dZ.�.u/ � �0.u//;

however, note that the left-hand side is harmonic while the right-hand side is exact. Another
appeal to the Kodaira decomposition shows that both sides must vanish, so we have shown

˛.du/ D rH˛.u/:

Similar reasoning shows that whenever v; ıv 2 Dmax.ÄdR/ \A�phg, we have

ˇ.ıv/ D �.rH /�ˇ.v/:
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Now for any u 2 Dmax.d/, let us take v such that v; ıv 2 Dmax.d C ı/ \ A�phg, and
consider the boundary pairings

Œdu; v�d D �hdu; ıvi D �Œu; ıv�d :

On the one hand, we can write

Œdu; v�d D h˛..du/ı/; ˇ.v/iY ;

while on the other we have

�Œu; ıv�d D �h˛.uı/; ˇ.ıv/iY D h˛.uı/; .r
H /�ˇ.v/iY D hr

H˛.uı/; ˇ.v/iY :

Since, by Lemma 6.2, ˇ.v/ can be arbitrarily prescribed, we conclude that

˛..du/ı/ D r
H˛.uı/:

Similarly we see that ˇ..ıv/d / D �.rH /�ˇ.vd /.

Thus in (6.5), ˇ.uı/ is in the closure of the image of .rH /� while ˛.vd / is in the closure
of the image of rH . Since the connection is flat, these images are orthogonal, which explains
(6.5).

Next consider Cheeger ideal boundary conditions, B, corresponding to the flat bundle
W ! Y . We define

D
reg
B .d/ D

®
u 2 Dmax.d/ W uı 2 D

reg
B .ÄdR/

¯
;

D
reg
B .ı/ D

®
u 2 Dmax.ı/ W ud 2 D

reg
B .ÄdR/

¯
and then set DB.d/ and DB.ı/ equal to the closures in the respective graph norms. The dis-
cussion above allows us to compute the adjoints of these domains and then their closures.

First, v 2 DB.d/
� is equivalent to Œu; v�d D 0 for all u 2 D

reg
B .d/, i.e.,

h˛.uı/; ˇ.vd /iY D 0 for all u 2 D
reg
B .d/:

From Lemma 6.2, we can prescribe ˛.uı/ arbitrarily among smooth forms on Y with coeffi-
cients in W . Thus

DB.d/
�
D
®
v 2 Dmax.ı/ W ˇ.vd / is a current on Y with coefficients in W ?

¯
:

This domain has a core given by

EB.ı/ D
®
v 2 Dmax.ı/ W ˇ.vd / is a smooth form on Y with coefficients in W ?

¯
:

It is easy to see that a form u 2 Dmax.d/ will be in DB.d/ D D
reg
B .d/�� D EB.ı/

�

precisely when
Œu; v�d D 0 for all v 2 EB.ı/:

This pairing is equal to h˛.uı/; ˇ.vd /iY , and from Lemma 6.2 we can prescribe ˇ.vd / arbi-
trarily, so we conclude that

DB.d/ D
®
u 2 Dmax.d/ W ˛.uı/ is a current on Y with coefficients in W

¯
:

A similar computation lets us identify DB.ı/ and we find DB.ı/ D DB.d/
�.
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Since .d;DB.d// is a closed operator,

DB.d/ \DB.d/
�
D
®
u 2 Dmax.d/ \Dmax.ı/ W ˛.uı/ is a current on Y with

coefficients in W , and ˇ.ud / is a current on Y with coefficients in W ?
¯

is a closed domain for ÄdR. Notice that since u 2 Dmax.d/ \ Dmax.ı/ is in Dmax.ÄdR/, we
can use observation (6.4) to replace ˛.uı/ and ˇ.ud / by ˛.u/ and ˇ.u/. Thus directly from its
description we have

DB.d/ \DB.d/
�
D DB.ÄdR/ \Dmax.d/ \Dmax.ı/:

Since this domain clearly contains

D
reg
B .ÄdR/ D D

reg
B .ÄdR/ \Dmax.d/ \Dmax.ı/

and the only closed domain for ÄdR containing D
reg
B .ÄdR/ is DB.ÄdR/, we have the first part of

the following proposition.

Proposition 6.4. Let bX be a stratified pseudomanifold with a single singular stratum
and B a Cheeger ideal boundary condition corresponding to a mezzoperversity at Y . We have

DB.ÄdR/ D DB.d/ \DB.d/
�;

so in particular .ÄdR;DB.ÄdR// is self-adjoint. Together with Theorem 5.4, this shows that it is
also Fredholm.

The differential forms in DB.d/ together with d form a Hilbert complex, whose coho-
mology we denote by H�B.bX/. Since .ÄdR;DB.ÄdR// is Fredholm, this is a Fredholm complex
and we have

(6.6)

´
L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X// D H�B .

bX/˚ d.DB.ÄdR//˚ ı.DB.ÄdR//;

H�B .
bX/ Š H�B.bX/:

Moreover, the domain DB.d/ and the cohomology H�B.bX/ are independent of the choice
of metric (within suitably scaled rigid iie metrics).

Proof. The discussion above the proposition shows that DB.ÄdR/ D DB.d/\DB.d/
�.

We know that .d;DB.d// is a closed operator, so it will form a Hilbert complex if and only if

d.DB.d// � DB.d/

which, from the definition of DB.d/, is equivalent to

˛.uı/ is a current on Y with coefficients in W

H) ˛..du/ı/ D r
H .˛.uı// is a current on Y with coefficients in W ,

which follows from the flatness of W . The well-known general theory of Hilbert complexes
of Brüning–Lesch [9] implies that this complex is a Fredholm complex satisfying a Kodaira
decomposition and a Hodge theorem (6.6).
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For metric independence, let us start with u 2 D
reg
B .d/ compactly supported in a dis-

tinguished neighborhood Uq of q 2 Y . If we denote u0 D u � uı , then we know that
u0 2 ker.d;Dmin.d// and that uı 2 D

reg
max.ÄdR/. So from (6.3),

u � !.˛.uı/; ˇ.uı// 2 Dmin.d/:

Now if g0 is another suitably scaled rigid iie metrics on X , then it is quasi-isometric
to g since they both define metrics on iieT �X over all of eX which is compact. Thus the
sets L2g.bX;ƒ�.iieT �X// and L2g 0.bX;ƒ�.iieT �X// coincide and the L2-norms are equivalent.
Directly from the definitions we see that

Dmax.d Ig/ D Dmax.d Ig
0/ and Dmin.d Ig/ D Dmin.d Ig

0/:

The form !.˛.uı/; ˇ.uı// is in D
reg
max.d Ig

0/ with leading tangential term ˛.uı/, hence it is in
D

reg
B .d Ig0/, and so from the description above we have u 2 D

reg
B .d Ig0/. Finally, the graph

closure of D
reg
B .d/ with respect to g is the same as the graph closure with respect to g0, so we

conclude that
DB.d Ig/ D DB.d Ig

0/:

6.2. General depth. Consider a general stratified space bX , with strata Y 1; : : : ; Y kC1

and Cheeger ideal boundary conditions with mezzoperversity, B. Recall that we denote by uı
the orthogonal projection onto ı.Dmax.ı// for any u 2 Dmax.d/, and that uı 2 Dmax.ÄdR/.
Similarly given v 2 Dmax.d/ we denote the orthogonal projection onto d.Dmax.d// by vd and
this is an element of Dmax.ÄdR/. Define

D
reg
B .d/ D

®
u 2 Dmax.d/ W uı 2 D

reg
B .ÄdR/

¯
;

D
reg
B .ı/ D

®
u 2 Dmax.ı/ W ud 2 D

reg
B .ÄdR/

¯
and then set DB.d/ and DB.ı/ equal to the closures in the respective graph norms. In this
section we will show that DB.ÄdR/ D DB.d/\DB.d/

�, so that the de Rham cohomology and
Hodge cohomologies with Cheeger ideal boundary conditions coincide. In the next section we
will show that surprisingly the de Rham cohomology is actually independent of the choice of
metric (among suitably scaled, rigid iie metrics).

Forw 2 DB.ÄdR/ we will denote by ˛k.w/Cdx^ˇk.w/ the leading term at the stratum
Y k . We will make strong use of the boundary pairing Œ�; ��d from the previous section.

We start with v 2 DB.d/
� which is equivalent to v 2 Dmax.ı/ and Œu; v�d D 0 for all

u 2 D
reg
B .d/. We know that vd 2 Dmax.ÄdR/ and so it has a distributional asymptotic ex-

pansion at Y 1. Choosing u 2 D
reg
B .d/ supported in a distinguished neighborhood of a point

q 2 Y 1, we see that
Œu; v�d D h˛1.uı/; ˇ1.vd /iY 1

and as before we can choose ˛1.uı/ arbitrarily so we must have

DB.d/
�
� Dmax;B1.ı/

D
®
v 2 Dmax.ı/ W ˇ1.vd / is a current on Y 1 with coefficients in .W 1/?

¯
:

We have a similar domain for d ,

Dmax;B1.d/ D
®
u 2 Dmax.d/ W ˛1.uı/ is a current on Y 1 with coefficients in W 1

¯
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62 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

and since .d;Dmax;B1.d// is a closed operator extending .d;D reg
B .d// we must have

DB.d/ � Dmax;B1.d/:

Thus we have shown that to determine DB.d/
�, we can restrict the pairing Œ�; ��d to

Dmax;B1.d/ �Dmax;B1.ı/ 3 .u; v/ 7! Œu; v�d 2 C:

Lemma 6.5. In terms of

PC1
Y 1
D PC1

Y 1
.X Iƒ�.iieT �X// D

®
u 2 C1c .

bX Iƒ�.iieT �X// W suppu � X [ Y 1
¯

the domains

Dmin;B1.ı/ D
®
v 2 Dmax;B1.ı/ W there exists .vn/ � PC1Y 1 \Dmax;B1.ı/

such that vn ! v; and .ıvn/ is Cauchy
¯
;

Dmin;B1.d/ D
®
u 2 Dmax;B1.d/ W there exists .un/ � PC1Y 1 \Dmax;B1.d/

such that un ! u; and .dun/ is Cauchy
¯
:

are, respectively, equal to Dmax;B1.d/
� and Dmax;B1.ı/

�.

Proof. Notice that Dmin;B1.ı/ is a closed domain for ı since it is the graph closure of
PC1
Y 1
\Dmax;B1.ı/. If u 2 D

reg
max;B1.d/ and v 2 Dmin;B1.ı/ then

Œu; v�d D limŒu; vn�d D limh˛1.uı/; ˇ1..vn/d /iY 1 D 0

so Dmin;B1.ı/ � .Dmax;B1.d//
�.

On the other hand, if u 2 L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X// is such that

PC1
Y 1
\Dmax;B1.ı/ 3 v 7! hu; ıvi

is continuous, then restricting to those v supported in a distinguished neighborhood of q 2 Y 1

we have a continuous map v 7! hdu; vi C h˛.uı/; ˇ.v/iY Letting the L2-norm of v go to
zero while keeping ˇ.v/ fixed shows that we must have h˛.uı/; ˇ.v/iY D 0, and hence that
u 2 Dmax;B1.d/. Thus we have shown that

.ı; PC1
Y 1
\Dmax;B1.ı//

�
� .d;Dmax;B1.d//

and so .Dmax;B1.d//
� is contained in the closure of .ı; PC1

Y 1
\Dmax;B1.ı//which is Dmin;B1.ı/.

Putting these together,
Dmin;B1.ı/ D .Dmax;B1.d//

�;

and reversing the roles of d and ı yields

Dmin;B1.d/ D .Dmax;B1.ı//
�:

Since Dmax;B1.d/ is a closed domain, we have

L2.X Iƒ�iieT �X/ D ker.ı;Dmin;B1.ı//˚ d.Dmax;B1.d//:
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Given v 2 Dmax;B1.ı/ let us denote its projection onto the second summand by

vd;B1 2 d.Dmax;B1.d//:

Notice that, for any v 2 Dmax;B1.ı/, we have ıv D ıvd;B1 and vd;B1 2 ker.d;Dmax;B1.d//

so vd;B1 2 Dmax.ÄdR/ and in particular vd;B1 has an asymptotic expansion at Y 1. Since vd;B1
differs from vd by an element of ker.ı;Dmin;B1.ı//, we see that

ˇ1.vd;B1/ is a current on Y with coefficients in .W 1/?.

Since vd;B1 2 d.Dmax;B1.d//, using the analogue of Lemma 6.3 and that W 1 is a flat bundle,
we have that

˛1.vd;B1/ is a current on Y with coefficients in .W 1/.

Thus altogether we have shown the important fact that

v 2 Dmax;B1.ı/ H) vd;B1 2 Dmax;B1.ÄdR/

which shows that vd;B1 has a distributional asymptotic expansion at Y 2.
Let us similarly use the decomposition

L2.X Iƒ�iieT �X/ D ker.d;Dmin;B1.d//˚ ı.Dmax;B1.ı//

to define uı;B1 to be the projection of u 2 Dmax.d/ onto the second summand. We have

u 2 Dmax;B1.d/ H) uı;B1 2 Dmax;B1.ÄdR/:

The pairing Œ�; ��d , restricted to Dmax;B1.d/ �Dmax;B1.ı/ satisfies

Œu; v�d D Œuı ; vd �d D Œuı;B1 ; vd;B1 �d :

If u 2 D
reg
B .d/ is supported in a distinguished neighborhood of q 2 Y 2 then, just as in

Lemma 6.1, Stokes’ theorem shows that

Œu; v�d D h˛2.uı;B1/; ˇ2.vd;B1/i

and, as in Lemma 6.2, we may pick ˛2.uı;B1/ arbitrarily among the smooth sections of W 2,
so we conclude that

DB.d/
�
� Dmax;.B1;B2/.ı/

D
®
v 2 Dmax.ı/ W ˇ1.vd / is a current on Y 1 with coefficients in .W 1/?

and ˇ2.vd;B1/ is a current on Y 2 with coefficients in .W 2/?
¯
:

We have a similar domain for d ,

Dmax;.B1;B2/.d/ D
®
u 2 Dmax.d/ W ˛1.uı/ is a current on Y 1 with coefficients in W 1

and ˛2.uı;B1/ is a current on Y 2 with coefficients in W 2
¯
:

Reasoning as above shows that

DB.ı/
�
� Dmax;.B1;B2/.d/:
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64 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

We now continue inductively in this way to define

Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk/.d/; Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk/.ı/

for all 1 � k < T , and show that

DB.d/ � Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk/.d/; DB.d/
�
� Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk/.ı/:

Once this is done for the first T � 1 strata, then the argument above shows

DB.d/
�
D Dmax;.B1;:::;BT /.ı/

since at this stage we have v 2 DB.d/
� if and only if Œu; v�d D 0 for all u 2 D

reg
B .d/ supported

in a distinguished neighborhood of a point q 2 Y T . This final domain has a useful core domain

EB.ı/ D
®
v 2 Dmax.ı/ W

ˇ1.vd / is a smooth form on Y 1 with coefficients in .W 1/?;

ˇ2.vd;B1/ is a smooth form on Y 2 with coefficients in .W 2/?;
:::

ˇT .vd;.B1;:::;BT�1// is a smooth form on Y T with coefficients in .W T /?
¯
:

Computations analogous to those carried out above show that

DB.d/ D EB.ı/
�
D Dmax;.B1;:::;BT /.d/ and DB.ı/ D Dmax;.B1;:::;BT /.ı/:

Finally, directly from the definition of DB.ÄdR/ we can conclude that

DB.d/ \DB.d/
�
D DB.ÄdR/ \Dmax.d/ \Dmax.ı/:

To see that the final two intersections are superfluous we can proceed as we did on spaces of
depth one. Indeed, the same argument we gave there shows that

D
reg
max;B1.ÄdR/ � Dmax;B1.d/ \Dmax;B1.ı/

and iterating we find
D

reg
B .ÄdR/ � DB.d/ \DB.d/

�:

Now since the latter space is a closed domain for ÄdR, it must contain the closure of the former,
namely DB.ÄdR/.

Theorem 6.6. If .bX; g/ is a stratified pseudomanifold with a suitably scaled iie metric
and W i ! Y i flat bundles forming a mezzoperversity with associated Cheeger ideal bound-
ary conditions B, then .d;DB.d// forms a Hilbert complex with dual complex .ı;DB.ı// and
associated de Rham operator .ÄdR;DB.ÄdR// which is thus self-adjoint. In particular, using
Theorem 5.4, this operator is Fredholm and so .d;DB.d// is a Fredholm complex with corre-
sponding Kodaira decomposition and Hodge theorem:

L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X// D H�B .
bX/˚ d.DB.ÄdR//˚ ı.DB.ÄdR//;

H�B .
bX/ Š H�B.bX/:
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6.3. Metric independence. Let .bX; g/ be a stratified pseudomanifold with a rigid, suit-
ably scaled iie metric, with Hodge mezzoperversity

W D .W 1
! Y 1; : : : ; W T

! Y T /

as in Definition 2.6, with associated Cheeger ideal boundary conditions B. Recall that the
definition of the mezzoperversity is that W j is a flat subbundle of H1=2 dimZj .H j =Y j / for
each j D 1; : : : ; T .

We now want to show that the de Rham cohomology is independent of the choice of
appropriate iie metric. To state this properly, we need to rephrase the boundary conditions
slightly since the Hodge cohomology will not be independent of the choice of metric.

Definition 6.7. Let .bX; g/ be a stratified pseudomanifold, as above. A de Rham mezzo-
perversity consists of a list of bundles

W D ¹W 1
! Y 1; : : : ; W T

! Y T º

with W j a flat subbundle of H1=2 dimZj

W 1;:::;W j�1.H
j =Y j / for each j D 1; : : : ; T .

Given a metric g, a Hodge mezzoperversity W is equivalent to a de Rham mezzo-
perversity; we denote this by ŒW �, since we have shown that the Hodge cohomology groups
coincide with the de Rham cohomology groups. The following result, using the notation from
Section 6.2, allows us to identify domains defined using different metrics.

Lemma 6.8. Let .bX; g;B/ be a stratified pseudomanifold with a suitably scaled rigid
iie metric and Hodge mezzoperversity. Let x be a boundary defining function for Y kC1, Z the
link of bX at Y kC1 and f D dimZ. If w 2 ker.d;Dmin;.B1;:::;Bk/.d// has an expansion at
Y kC1 with leading term

x�f=2.˛.w/C dx ^ ˇ.w//; ˛.w/; ˇ.w/ 2 ker dZ ;

then ˛.w/ 2 dZ.DB.Z/.d
Z//.

Proof. Consider the pairing

Œ�; ��d;.B1;:::;Bk/ W Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk/.d/ �Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk/.ı/! C

given as usual by .u; v/ 7! hdu; vi � hu; ıvi. Since ker.d;Dmin;.B1;:::;Bk/.d// is orthogonal
to the image of ı, ı.Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk/.ı//, we have

Œw; ��d;.B1;:::;Bk/ D 0:

If v 2 D
reg
max;.B1;:::;Bk/

.ı/ is supported in a distinguished neighborhood of q 2 Y kC1

then we have

0 D Œw; v�d;.B1;:::;Bk/ D lim
"!0
hw; vi" D h˛.w/; ˇ.vd;.B1;:::;Bk//i.H;g/:

(Note that since ˛.w/ is not a harmonic form, this pairing does not descend to Y kC1.) As this
vanishes for all v and we can prescribe ˇ.vd;.B1;:::;Bk// arbitrarily – among iie forms on Y
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66 Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo and Piazza, Hodge theory on Cheeger spaces

with coefficients in the harmonic forms on Z satisfying the boundary conditions .B1; : : : ; Bk/
– we can conclude that ˛.w/ is a closed form perpendicular to harmonic forms, i.e., exact:

˛.w/ 2 dZ.DB.Z/.d
Z//;

since dZ.DB.Z/.d
Z// is closed.

Theorem 6.9. Let bX be a stratified pseudomanifold as above. Let g and g0 be suitably
scaled rigid iie metrics on bX with Hodge mezzoperversities W and W 0, respectively, so that W

and W 0 are both equivalent to the same de Rham mezzoperversity, ŒW �. Then

DW .d Ig/ D DW 0.d Ig
0/ and H�W .

bX; g/ Š H�W 0.
bX; g0/:

Thus the de Rham cohomology groups H�
ŒW �
.bX/ are independent of the choice of suitably

scaled rigid iie metric.

Proof. It suffices to prove that DW .d Ig/ D DW 0.d Ig
0/, as this implies that the de

Rham cohomologies are isomorphic and hence so are the Hodge cohomologies.
If bX is a space of depth one, then the result was proven in Proposition 6.4. We now

inductively carry out the same argument in the general case.
Since g and g0 are quasi-isometric, we have

Dmax.d; g/ D Dmax.d; g
0/ D Dmax.d/; Dmin.d; g/ D Dmin.d; g

0/ D Dmin.d/:

Given u 2 Dmax.d/ its projection uı from (6.1) will be different for g or g0, so we denote them
by uıg and uıg0 , respectively. We know that u�uıg and u�uıg0 are both in ker.d;Dmin.d//,
hence so is

wg;g 0 D uıg � uıg0 :

Since both uıg and uıg0 have asymptotic expansions at Y 1 of the sort required in Lemma 6.8,
we can conclude that

˛1.wg;g 0/ 2 d
Z1.D.dZ

1

//

and so we have the crucial fact

Œ˛.uıg/� D Œ˛.uıg0 /� in Hmid.H 1=Y 1/:

Note that the Hodge theorem allows us to write

Dmax;B1.d Ig/ D
®
u 2 Dmax.d/ W Œ˛1.uıg/� is a current on Y 1 with coefficients in ŒW 1�

¯
and so our observation implies

Dmax;B1.d Ig/ D Dmax;B1.d Ig
0/ D Dmax;B1.d/:

Then from Lemma 6.5 it follows that

Dmin;B1.d Ig/ D Dmin;B1.d Ig
0/ D Dmin;B1.d/:

Inductively the same argument shows that once we know

Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk/.d Ig/ D Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk/.d Ig
0/ D Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk/.d/
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then we see that

Dmin;.B1;:::;Bk/.d Ig/ D Dmin;.B1;:::;Bk/.d Ig
0/ D Dmin;.B1;:::;Bk/.d/

and from Lemma 6.8 that

Œ˛.uıg;.B1;:::;Bk//� D Œ˛.uıg0 ;.B1;:::;Bk//� in Hmid
B1;:::;Bk

.HkC1=Y kC1/

for all u 2 Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk/.d/. This in turn shows that

Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk ;BkC1/.d Ig/ D Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk ;BkC1/.d Ig
0/

D Dmax;.B1;:::;Bk ;BkC1/.d/

completing the induction and the proof.

An easy corollary is the invariance of de Rham cohomology under stratified diffeomor-
phism. We show in [3] the much less straightforward invariance under stratified homotopy
equivalence.

Let F W eX ! fM be a stratified diffeomorphism with inverse map G W fM ! eX .
Recall that this means that F;G are smooth maps intertwining the boundary fibration structures
and mutually inverse to one another. Since F intertwines the boundary fibration structures, it
defines maps between the iie tangent bundles and the iie differential forms,

DF W iieT eX ! iieTfM;

F � W C1c .
fM Iƒ�.iieT �fM//! C1c .

eX Iƒ�.iieT �eX//:
If we endow fM with an iie metric, the first map can be used to define an iie metric on eX , and
with respect to these metrics the second map is an L2-isometry. Since all iie metrics are quasi-
isometric, this shows that, regardless of which iie metrics are used, F � extends to a bounded
isomorphism

F � W L2.fM Iƒ�.iieT �fM//! L2.eX Iƒ�.iieT �eX//:
Since F � intertwines the exterior derivatives, it defines isomorphisms

F � W Dmin.dM /! Dmin.dX /; F � W Dmax.dM /! Dmax.dX /:

If bX (and hence cM ) are Witt, then it follows that F � descends to an isomorphism in cohomol-
ogy.

Theorem 6.10. A stratified diffeomorphism F W eX !fM induces by pull-back a bijec-
tion between de Rham mezzoperversities,

WM $ F �WM D WX ;

and corresponding isomorphisms between de Rham cohomology groups,

F � W H�WM
.cM/! HF �WM

.bX/:
Proof. We induct over the depth of bX , with the base case being smooth manifolds.
Suppose bX has depth k and we have established the theorem for space of depth less

than k. Let WM D .W 0M ; WM .k// be a mezzoperversity over M with W 0M the restriction to
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strata of depth less than k. Let Y � bX be a stratum of depth k with link Z, and let N be the
corresponding stratum of cM with link R. LetHY andHN denote the corresponding boundary
hypersurfaces, so that F restricts to a fiber bundle map

HY

�Y
��

FH // HN

�N
��

Y
FY // N

and denote by FZq W eZq ! eRFY .q/ the induced map on the fibers. By inductive hypothesis
each FZq induces via pull-back a mezzoperversity W 0X on Zq and an isomorphism between de
Rham cohomology groups,

F �Zq W H
�

W 0M
.bRFY .q//! HW 0X

.bZq/:
These maps fit together to define a vector bundle map

F �H=Y W H
�

W 0M
.HN =N/! HW 0X

.HY =Y /

which, because F �H intertwines the exterior derivatives on HY and HN , intertwines the flat
connections. Thus the pull-back of the flat bundle WM .k/ defines a flat subbundle

F �H=YWM .k/ D WX .k/;

and thus pull-back by F of the mezzoperversity WM determines a mezzoperversity WX .
By localization and inductive hypothesis, pull-back by F restricts to an isomorphism

F � W Dmax;W 0M
.dM /! Dmax;W 0X

.dX /:

Since the flat bundles WM .k/ and WX .k/ are related by pull-back by FH=Y , we see that

F � W D
reg
WM

.dM /! D
reg
WX
.dX /:

By continuity of F this must extend to the closure, DWM .dM /, and since F has an inverse,
this extension must be an isomorphism

F � W DWM
.dM /! DWX .dX /:

It follows that the induced map on cohomology is an isomorphism, as required.

7. Generalized Poincaré duality

On any smooth, oriented, closed manifold M , there is a natural intersection pairing

Q W C1.M Iƒ�M/ � C1.M Iƒ�M/! R; Q.�; !/ D

Z
� ^ !I

the signature of this pairing is by definition the signature of the manifold. Note that by Stokes’
theorem

Q.d�; !/ D ˙Q.�; d!/

and so if one of �, ! is closed and the other exact then Q.�; !/ D 0. Thus Q descends to a
map

Q W H�.M/ � H�.M/! R:
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Poincaré duality on M is the assertion that this quadratic form is non-degenerate. If we en-
dow M with a Riemannian metric g and denote the Hodge star by �, then non-degeneracy is
immediate from

Q.�;��/ D k�k2
L2
:

The generalized Poincaré duality of Goresky–MacPherson [16] is, for every stratified
pseudomanifold, a non-degenerate map

Ip H�.bX/ � Iq H�.bX/! R

induced by the usual intersection product, but involving two dual perversities p and q. In [17]
Goresky–MacPherson adopted a sheaf hypercohomology approach and showed that this gener-
alized Poincaré duality can be deduced from Verdier duality. For Witt spaces, the intersection
cohomology groups with ‘lower middle’ m and ‘upper middle’ n perversities coincide, so the
generalized Poincaré duality statement involves only a single sequence of groups. Cheeger [11]
showed that Poincaré duality could be realized as the same integration map Q on L2 differen-
tial forms for an iie metric. For non-Witt spaces with conic singularities, he also indicated [10]
how to incorporate ideal boundary conditions to refine Poincaré duality. The sheaf approach
has been extended by Banagl [4] to a refined Poincaré duality using Verdier duality.

In this section we generalize Cheeger’s analytic approach to generalized Poincaré duality
results to non-Witt spaces. Given a mezzoperversity W , we introduce a dual mezzoperversity
DW and show that there is a non-degenerate intersection pairing

Q W H�W .bX/ � H�DW .
bX/! R

realizing a refined generalized Poincaré duality. In companion papers [1, 3] we will show that
this is consistent with Banagl’s sheaf theoretic approach.

7.1. Dual mezzoperversities. Recall from the end of Section 2.1 the construction of
the natural flat connection on the vertical cohomology of a fibration of closed manifolds. If
we assume that M is the total space of a fibration F �M

�
�! B with all spaces closed and

oriented, then we have a natural push-forward

�� W C
1.M;ƒ�T �M/! C1.BIƒ��f T �B/

given by integration over the fibers. This factors as

C1.M;ƒ�T �M/! C1.M Iƒ���.T �B/ b̋ ƒf T �M=B/! C1.BIƒ�T �B/;

and satisfies

(7.1) dB�� D ��dM ; ��dM=B D 0:

We can use �� to define the family intersection pairing

QM=B W C
1.BIH�.M=B// � C1.BIH�.M=B//! C1.BIƒ0T �B/ D C1.B/

by using the surjection

C1.M Iƒ�M/ \ ker dM=B
 
�! C1.BIƒ�T �B b̋ H�.M=B//
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and then setting
QM=B. .�/;  .!// D ��.� ^ !/:

Notice that this pairing is non-degenerate and from (7.1) that

dBQM=B.�; �/ D QM=B.r
H
�; �/CQM=B.�;r

H
�/:

In particular, this shows that whenever W � H�.M=B/ is a flat sub-bundle then so is W ?Q ,
the QM=B -orthogonal complement of W .

At the end of Section 2.2 we discussed how one can adapt the construction of the con-
nection rH to the setting of L2 cohomology with ideal boundary conditions. That discussion
extends to this context and shows that

W is a flat subbundle of Hmid
W 1;:::;W k .H

kC1=Y kC1/

H) W ?Q is a flat subbundle of Hmid
W 1;:::;W k .H

kC1=Y kC1/:

Notice that we can rewriteQH=Y in terms of the vertical Hodge star � D �H=Y and the vertical
L2-inner product, namely

Q.�; !/ D h�;�!iL2

so
W ?Q D �W ?:

Proposition 7.1. Let .bX; g;B/ be a stratified pseudomanifold with a suitably scaled iie
metric and Cheeger ideal boundary conditions B corresponding to a Hodge mezzoperversity

W D ¹W j
! Y j º;

and for each j , let DW j be the QHj =Y j -orthogonal complement of W j . Then

DW D ¹DW j
! Y j º

is a Hodge mezzoperversity and if we denote the corresponding Cheeger ideal boundary con-
ditions by DB then the Hodge star � defines bounded involutions

(7.2) � W DB.ÄdR/! DDB.ÄdR/; � W DB.d/! DDB.d/:

Proof. The Hodge star of g defines a unitary involution

� W L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X//! L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X//

that for any ! 2 Dmax.d/ \Dmax.ı/ satisfies

d � ! D ˙ � ı!; ı � ! D ˙ � d!:

For any subbundle W of the vertical harmonic forms of H ! Y , there is an induced map

� W C1.Y Iƒ�Y ˝W /˚ dx ^ C1.Y Iƒ�Y ˝W ?/

! C1.Y Iƒ�Y ˝ �H=YW
?/˚ dx ^ C1.Y Iƒ�Y ˝ �H=YW /

by identifying these forms with forms on H in the kernel of the vertical de Rham operator.
Denoting by DW the QH=Y -orthogonal complement of W , this map is

� W C1.Y Iƒ�Y ˝W /˚ dx ^ C1.Y Iƒ�Y ˝W ?/

! C1.Y Iƒ�Y ˝DW /˚ dx ^ C1.Y Iƒ�Y ˝DW ?/:
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Now if bX has a single singular stratum, this is enough to prove the proposition. Indeed,
clearly DW is a mezzoperversity and u 2 D

reg
B .ÄdR/ if and only if �u 2 D

reg
DB.ÄdR/, which

suffices since DB.ÄdR/ and DB.d/ are the graph closures of D
reg
B .ÄdR/.

If bX has two singular strata and they are both non-Witt, then

DW 1 is a flat subbundle of H mid.H 1=Y 1/! Y 1:

Applying the proposition to the typical link at a point in Y 2,Z2, a stratified space with a single
singular stratum, we see that DW 2 is a flat subbundle of H mid

DW 1.H
2=Y 2/! Y 2. Thus DW

is a mezzoperversity and the same argument as above shows that u 2 D
reg
B .ÄdR/ if and only if

�u 2 D
reg
DB.ÄdR/, and hence (7.2) holds. The case of more strata is proven inductively in the

same way.

Definition 7.2. Let .bX; g;B/ be a stratified pseudomanifold with a suitably scaled iie
metric and Cheeger ideal boundary conditions B corresponding to a Hodge mezzoperversity W .
The mezzoperversity DW of Proposition 7.1 is known as the dual Hodge mezzoperversity to
W . The de Rham mezzoperversity ŒDW � is the dual de Rham mezzoperversity of ŒW �.

Note that the dual de Rham mezzoperversity is independent of the choice of metric.

Corollary 7.3. Let .bX; g;B/ be an oriented stratified pseudomanifold with a suitably
scaled iie metric and Cheeger ideal boundary conditions B corresponding to a Hodge mezzo-
perversity W with duals DB and DW . The intersection pairing

Q W DB.d/ �DDB.d/! R; Q.�; !/ D

Z
X

� ^ !

is non-degenerate and descends to a non-degenerate ‘generalized Poincaré duality’ pairing

(7.3) Q W H�W .bX/ � H�DW .
bX/! R:

Proof. At the level of differential forms the statement follows easily from

Q.�; !/ D h�;�!iL2

with both � and �! in DB.d/. To see that the pairing descends to cohomology, note that if
both � and ! are regular then by Stokes’ theorem for manifolds with corners we haveZ

X

d.� ^ !/ D
XZ

Hj

j̨ .�/ ^ j̨ .!/

and each of these summands vanishes since DW j D .W j /?Q . By continuity in the graph
norm, it follows that

R
X d.� ^ !/ D 0 for all pairs in DB.d/ �DDB.d/, and hence Q.�; !/

vanishes if one of the forms is closed and the other exact.

7.2. Cheeger spaces. The generalized Poincaré duality of Goresky–MacPherson is
most interesting when the dual perversities p and q coincide, i.e., on Witt spaces. Similarly our
generalized Poincaré duality is most interesting when the dual mezzoperversities W and DW

coincide.
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Definition 7.4. We say that a de Rham mezzoperversity is self-dual if it coincides with
its dual mezzoperversity. If bX is a stratified pseudomanifold that carries a self-dual mezzo-
perversity, we say that bX is a Cheeger space.

Remark 7.5. Not all stratified pseudomanifolds are Cheeger spaces. Indeed,W j ! Y j

is isomorphic to DW j ! Y j precisely when the vertical Hodge star sends W j to its orthog-
onal complement with respect to the induced vertical metrics. This implies that the vertical
family of signature operators on H j ! Y j has vanishing families index. In particular, the
individual links Zj must have vanishing index.

If bX has only conic singularities, then it is a Cheeger space if and only if the links all
have vanishing signature.

On a Cheeger space we can refine the de Rham operator to the signature operator by
restricting to self-dual forms. If bX is even-dimensional, the Hodge star induces a natural invo-
lution on the differential forms on X ,

I W C1c .X Iƒ
�T �X/! C1c .X Iƒ

�T �X/; I2 D Id

that extends to L2 iie forms

I W L2.X Iƒ�.iieT �X//! C1c .X Iƒ
�.iieT �X//; I2 D Id:

TheC1, �1 eigenspaces are known as the self-dual and anti-self-dual forms and denoted by

L2.X Iƒ�C.
iieT �X// and L2.X Iƒ��.

iieT �X//:

The signature operator ÄCsign is the de Rham operator d C ı as an unbounded operator between
self-dual and anti-self-dual forms. Its formal adjoint is Ä�sign, the de Rham operator d C ı as
an unbounded operator between anti-self-dual and self-dual forms. If W is a self-dual mezzo-
perversity and B are the associated Cheeger ideal boundary conditions, we define

DB.Ä˙sign/ D DB.ÄdR/ \ L
2.X Iƒ�˙.

iieT �X//:

Theorem 7.6. Let .bX; g;B/ be a stratified space endowed with a suitably scaled iie
metric and Cheeger ideal boundary conditions B corresponding to a self-dual mezzoperversity
W . The signature operator

ÄCsign W DB.ÄCsign/ � L
2.X Iƒ�C.

iieT �X//! L2.X Iƒ��.
iieT �X//

is closed and Fredholm. Its adjoint is .Ä�sign;DB.Ä�sign// and its Fredholm index is the signature
of the generalized Poincaré duality quadratic form Q from (7.3).

8. Local Poincaré lemma

In order to relate the cohomology of the complex .d;DB.d// to the hypercohomology of
a complex of sheaves, as we do in the companion paper [1], we must compute the cohomology
of a distinguished neighborhood with respect to ideal boundary conditions. So assume that
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Uq Š Bh�Œ0; 1/x�Zq D B�C.Zq/ is a distinguished neighborhood, with trivialized vertical
cohomology with boundary conditions (consistent with the flat structure), Uq �HB.Zq/.Zq/,
and flat subbundle Uq �W.Zq/; we compute H�.d jUq

;DB.d jUq
//.

A mezzoperversity for bX induces a mezzoperversity on each link Zy , and hence ideal
boundary conditions .By ; BkC1y / on ¹yº � C.Z/ for every y 2 B. The cohomology of the
resulting complex is given by the expected formula:

Proposition 8.1. The cohomology Hk.dC.Zq/;D.By ;BkC1y /
.dC.Zq/// is independent of

the point y 2 B and is given by

Hk.dC.Zq/;D.By ;BkC1y /
.dC.Zq/// D

8̂̂<̂
:̂

HkB.Zq/.Zq/ if k < 1
2

dimZ;

W.Zq/ if k D 1
2

dimZ;

0 if k > 1
2

dimZ:

The proof follows the usual computation, as in [11] and [19, §3.5]. Note that Cheeger
defines certain operators on the maximal domain of the exterior derivative; we point out that,
using notation as in [11],

�� W DB.Z/.d
Z/Œj ��f=2 ! Dmax;B.Z/.d

C.Z//Œj ��f=2

and
w 2 Dmax;B.Z/.d

C.Z// H) Kw D ��.w/ or ��.�w/ 2 DB.Z/.d
C.Z//;

hence Cheeger’s proof carries over directly.
Finally, let us observe that one can reduce the cohomology H�.d jUq

;DB.d jUq
// to

Hk.dC.Z/;DB.dC.Z///. This requires a bit of care since, even though B is contractible, the
boundary conditions vary with y 2 B. However the natural filtration by vertical degree with
respect to � W Uq ! B shows that the cohomology H�.d jUq

;DB.d jUq
// can be computed

by first passing to ��.BIH�.dC.Z/;D.B;BkC1/.dC.Z//// (indeed this is the E�;�1 term in the
Serre spectral sequence). Since this is now a trivial local system, we can use the contractibility
of B to see that this reduces to Hk.dC.Z/;DB.dC.Z///. One can proceed alternately as in
[9, Corollary 2.15]. In any case, this gives

H�.d jUq
;DB.d jUq

// D H�.B/˝ H�.dC.Z/;DB.dC.Z///:
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